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Mary Ruefle

Ars Poetica
You go through the past
and there is a wall, and some steps
down; you come into a lane and go
until there is no more lane, but only
a path, and then you come to a field
that must have been a garden once
with a house or something.
It was only an old place
where nobody lived.
I said, whose was it,
but he didn’t know,
and I said, why didn’t somebody
live there, but he didn’t know that
either, he said it was art.
He said I am tired
of pointing out to the dandelions
how beautiful this world is—
so our hair walked around the garden
and saw things growing
and was confused and sobbed.
It was only an old place where nobody lived.
Some butterflies flitting around—
memories with nothing to do.
We thought we might carry one back.
Look, he said, nothing remains of anybody,
everything is aimless here.
We wanted to follow a flying squirrel
to the home of time, but everything
exploded into fuzz.
We knew whose it was.
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Saga
Everything that ever happened to me
is just hanging—crushed
and sparkling—in the air,
waiting to happen to you.
Everything that ever happened to me
happened to somebody else first.
I would give you an example
but they are all invisible.
Or off gallivanting around the globe.
Not here when I need them
now that I need them
if I ever did which I doubt.
Being particular has its problems.
In particular there is a rift through everything.
There is a rift running the length of Iceland
and so a rift runs through every family
and between families a feud.
It’s called a saga. Rifts and sagas
fill the air, and beautiful old women
sing of them, so the air is filled with
music and the smell of berries and apples
and shouting when a gun goes off
and crying in closed rooms.
Faces, who needs them?
Eating the blood of oranges
I in my alcove could use one.
Abbas and ammas
come out of your huts,
travel half-way around the world,
inspect my secret bank account of joy!
My face is a jar of honey
you can look through,
you can see everything
is muted, so terribly muted,
who could ever speak of it,
sealed and held up for all?
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Spider
The spider can barely walk, his legs are so scared—
he’s got to get from the bar of soap to the uppermost
shower stall tile that is his home, and he has suffered
a betrayal so great he’s lost in his own neighborhood,
crawling on his hands and knees so-to-speak, in and out
of the shadows of other tiles he’s passed before but
barely recognizes, given his state of shock and disbelief.
Spiders don’t hear very well—he can’t hear the rain
as it falls and cools his flaming legs, the distant screams
of another’s crisis mean nothing to him, he can’t hear
his own heartbeat, an alarm casting his skeleton straight
into hell, his blood ignited by the bellows of loss.
If the gods implore him to hold his saliva, he doesn’t
hear them, he goes on crawling toward the one safe spot,
which has become, in his mind, the destination of his life
and this night rolled into one, a wet bag at the bottom
of which, were it to fall, would lie his demise—
too awful to discuss.
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Kathleen Ossip

Three True Stories
1. Uncle Bob, my mother’s brother, was my godfather. My mother has told me that
when he was young, he was funny and creative: for example, he slipped coal into her
stocking one Christmas Eve; he conceived of a “zapper” that would shut a TV off when
the commercials came on (years before the invention of remote controls); he had an
elaborate theory about how LBJ was responsible for JFK’s murder. But before I was old
enough to know him, he got multiple sclerosis, which advanced quickly and severely. In
all my memories of him, he is an invalid, uncommunicative and at times combative and
raving. By the time I was 12, he was bedridden; he died when I was 35. The night after
I went to his funeral, I lay in bed. Right before I fell asleep, I had a waking dream or
vision: Uncle Bob walking into the bedroom and kissing me on the forehead (as he never
did in life), as if to say “Goodbye. I love you.” A tingling shock, a sensation like nothing
I’d ever felt before, went through my entire body, and I knew it was a genuine visitation.

2. One night I had dinner at a slick, expensive Manhattan restaurant with a Famous
White Female Poet, a Soon To Be Famous White Male Poet-Critic, and a Venerable
White Male NYC Literary Administrator. All three of them were affiliated with a
Prestigious and Wealthy Ivy League University. I was not. I talked to Famous White
Female Poet about having a mother and being a mother. I talked with Soon To Be
Famous White Male Poet-Critic about raising kids. Venerable White Male NYC Literary
Administrator didn’t have kids, and I felt bad about leaving him out of the conversation.
Later I heard him say to Soon To Be Famous White Male Poet-Critic, “You and <name
of Newly Famous White Male Ivy League Poet-Critic> are the only true poet-critics
writing today.” When we had left (I of course didn’t pay for my dinner) and were trying
to get a cab, Famous White Female Poet told me “Go stand on the corner and look
blonde.”

3. We watched the 2012 Super Bowl because Madonna performed the halftime show:
a spectacle that introduced her new single “Give Me All Your Luvin’” with the help of
LMFAO, Nicki Minaj, M.I.A., and CeeLo Green, who came out at the end in a black
robe, to lead a gospel choir singing backup to my very favorite Madonna song, “Like a
Prayer.” Over the next month, the new song went straight to number 10 on the charts.
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Muriel and I loved it, singing along whenever it came on the radio. But after the Super
Bowl marketing push faded, it sank fast. Muriel said, “It’s a great song, but it should be
sung by someone else.” “Why?” “Madonna’s too old to be singing gimme all your love.
It needs to be sung by someone who has more . . .” “More what? Youth?” “Someone
who has more time.”
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Anselm Berrigan

After Joe Brainard’s “Ten Imaginary
Still Lives”
I close his eyes
I see an outline
of basic depth
Ornaments getting beachy around
the angler’s body-generated lighting
Devotion closes its eyes. I see a book
written through
seeing. It bears
the hot hogwash
stamp our neo-alien exchanges admire
I closet my eyelids, notate electric associations specific to that fundamental
no body. She
closes her
eyelines
with gleeful terrorized rigor. She performs
without masks, I think, without confidence
or the need for what’s forced into confidence
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To A Copy
It was less
than exciting,
being itself, less
than excitable
seeing you be
yourself as
an emblem
of ideas with
a capital I, you
nowhere in sight and ceaselessly
referred to as missing, I totally got
it,
got
the
getting
the inert form generally fucked
the pockets of edification disclaiming reality
or some tenebrous, fibrous, bulbous, and bat-shit tumescent
demi-othering you care to fold into some vanguardianed creases. You preferred to print the note that came with. This other you came across as an
emaciated
assassin of
tranquility, wallowing
in a mudless parody of eternity’s mist
for the dolly dolly grill
I feel bound to you
but I can’t love you
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I can’t work up the
intermittence, the
uncontrollable banal
discontinuity necessary
to love and by extension blend into your carefully handled telegraph of marginal
perceptivity.
Nothing
gets to be real
or realized
or reality-based
or filmed as if happening
or rendered realistically
or branded contemporary
or performed spontaneously
or reverse-engineered inappropriately
or propped up to appear live
or accused of being in the moment when I’m with you

and while I re-cognize my sins
I re-fuse to defeat them
because I truly can see them
and by all we mutually hold dear
I do not believe in them
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Harryette Mullen

from Tanka

Diary

Today we found an ephemeral shrine
at the end of the trail—rocks and pebbles
some hiker had arranged to make a spiral.
*
Fourteen exotic birds, lulled asleep, bagged
and taped to the body of the smuggler
arrested in the airport customs line.
*
We awoke to their racket. Tough guys in the alley
fighting over the spoils. Then one raccoon
chased the other out to the street.
*
A corpulent cigar lit up in a blaze of
Old Glory—what patriotic product
is the zeppelin advertising?
*
In the aftermath of the tsunami,
rescuers look for survivors, find in
the arms of a tree a hungry baby boy.
*
Adorned with snakes around his neck
like jewelry, he knows that the most beautiful
reptiles are not always the most venomous.
*
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Today’s technology allows scientists
to analyze the last meal of a
prehistoric insect preserved in amber.
*
We sit still in the parked car, delighted
to see among landscaped flowers a brown
hummingbird spangled with iridescent green.
*
Before turning to ice, polar explorer
wrote his wife about their son,
“Get the boy interested in the natural world.”
*
Rainy, spicy leaves of the California laurel,
scented with a hint of cardamom, like
chewing gum I used to crave.
*
Self-guided missile striking its target in the eye:
bee landing in the buttery yellow
center of creamy white petals.
*
I leave traces of ink on paper. Others
can’t resist spray-painting a boulder
or carving their names in the skin of a tree.
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James Shea

Poem
A quarter made visible.
It awoke on the table.
It shone.
Some of the least of us
didn’t appreciate the maximalist position.
Excess wasn’t enough for us.
We sought a complex path
between two trees.
One of the missing passengers
came to us for a glass of water.
We pointed out the window
to the lake ahead, said wait a bit.
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Interior, SD
She grasps the
ways we’re falling
through each other
into the ocean
where it’s said
the sea creatures
are waiting. Let’s
put this another
way: here’s someone
who’s bound to
smile and we’re
not convinced that
we’re not going
to see each
other again. Let’s
state it complexly: she stared
into the monitor.
She smiled. And
then sweetly she
did not smile.
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Moscow
We saw the legs
of a coyote run
past into the grass
during our evening drive through
rolling mounds
resembling kneeling bison. Such
gorgeous hills
make one wish
to see the dark
slopes where
famous bodies
may be buried,
folded into their
interior where
the dirt meets
the soil and reminds one of
the way water
travels underground or how
temperature some
feet below the
surface is the
same everywhere
one goes. This
land has a purchase on me. If
there could be
a monument to
the journey we
took, it would
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have to be grand
and quiet and
shabby and wearing thin of its paint
with another monument
showing through.
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Jerome Sala

The Celebrities
It’s true they got to do more
of what we wanted to do
and with who, and when
but for all that, we didn’t feel
they were better than us
more beautiful, sure, but
wasn’t that bionic anyhow?
So the perennial question was
why them? Followed by why us?
Who did we think they were
when they were most like us
in their everyday lives
and who were we, stars
in our own tiny dramas
living fully without them
but needing them, at the same time
as a reminder that even the great
weren’t all that special?
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The Invention of Natural Silence
Just when you thought it was safe
to stroll through the Garden of Eden
talking with the friendly, responsive air
the man-eating plants moved in
and demanded you learn another lingo.
It’s true the trees blabbed a lot in those days
to the point of irritation. And yet now
thanks to the time-slip that deposited us all
on the red carpet of today’s life
flashbulbs whispering loudly
through their luminescent blurbs
you get to where you miss our old neighbors.
Each with a thousand green tongues
their charming narcissism an example
of how you might live, lost in your own country
of a million unique words, thoughts swayed
by the breeze of chance.
Far flung from this primal ignorance
we now know what we’ve missed:
today all the trees do is hiss.
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Alice George

Mission
I pause Star Trek Enterprise
to talk with my husband who grabbed
his phone during a packed work
weekend in New Jersey to report
it’s pneumonia not a heart-attack,
that Caryl is being flown
to a hospital in Erie and can I call
Fran to let her and the boys know.
Solitude is a tunnel cut by these lights.
I re-learn to sit unwatched and slurp
the hot soup, know I could have been
a crew-member, recalibrate my array.
Then the call that can’t be ignored.
Closed doors are opened by voices:
earlier, as I was finishing in the studio,
as I began to watch my first sketch
of two bodies walking in water,
one pushing, one leaning,
as my face had released into
a finally alone grief, a slack-jawed
death-is-coming-so-let’s-kickass face, as I was becoming
again that person who could
just give talk away, my sister texted
and I had to respond because
that body walking beside me
on the beach might just be her.
I waited until the brushes
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were clean and then called her
back, fell like water into water,
summarized the latest tragedy,
the newest small funny thing.
In this 100-year-old story of a house
I wrap up in a blanket and return
to the storyline and if I were aboard
the Enterprise I would never be
alone except when I slept in blue
standard-issue pj’s. My mission
would sustain me. The crew would
surround me during red-alerts
as we hurried down well-lit
corridors that meant we were
important and assigned
a clear duty. I’d boldly go.
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Bruce Covey

Robot Wars
I sometimes mix up images of robots with my dreams. For some reason robots
often appear on late night television.
On Gilligan’s Island, the Harlem Globetrotters defeated a team of robots in a
basketball game to save the world. Originally the Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders,
also robots, were supposed to star in the episode.
Sometimes I dream I’m stuck in a corner, unable to be navigated free.
Rosie the Robot Maid is one of television’s most famous robots. Gigantor, Hal,
Hymie, Robbie, Astro Boy, KITT—which would win in a fight?
Or that the highway has been overrun with closed bridges and other obstacles.
After she left Gilligan’s Island, Tina Louise starred in The Stepford Wives.
The Vision was a synthezoid, and Iron Man had a person inside. One of the first
robots ever to appear on film was Maria in Fritz Lang’s Metropolis (1927).
Once, in a hospital, I was attached to a machine. That was before I wore glasses.
In the tv show Robot Wars, the ones lowest to the ground inevitably won, even as
the show introduced more and more hurdles.
Why do women on tv often turn out to be robots?
In my dream, a one-armed bandit fought a toaster. I used Wikipedia to confirm
many of these facts.
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Judith Taylor

Stepford
Sun lurks behind clouds unraveling like toilet paper.
Does my syntax translate to light and space, or vice versa?
Doll-wives kill real wives for the benefit of husbands.
This is old-fashioned weather: Zeus descends for his obliterations.
Ye gods mistake I’m a throw-away. I’m turned to stone.
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Grecian Yearn
The auto-de-fe sun devotes itself furiously to our daylight faces.
I’d like to don cascading multi-braids like the frozen Kores.
Presenting marble apples and doves to forever devotees.
I practice languid goddess gestures in my liquid boudoir.
Put on your “archaic smile,” I whisper to no one, pleasantly noir.
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Raul Alvarez

Some Kinds of Intimacy
I once drove to the Mojave Desert
late at night with some friends of mine
and a very important part of this story
is that I worked at Starbucks at the time
and had to be there for a 5:00 shift the next morning
so this desert trip was really going to hinder my ability
to get to work on time except that my friend Keighty
worked there too, and she agreed to cover my shift for a few hours
until I got back which she did even though
she had a test the next morning at 9am.
I didn’t get back until 8:30 so I almost made her miss it.
She was pissed, but not for very long because we eventually got married.
In the desert I remembered I had a soccer ball in my car
and my friend Tyler realized he had a bunch of lighter fluid
in the back of his big orange truck
so we made a game out of these two items.
We called it fireball.
It was like soccer minus any semblance of a field or of goals
and with a lot more riding on how fast you kicked
the ball away from your shins. When you are approaching
the desert you have to drive on some pretty small roads
and there are always interesting things being hauled
in large trucks on these small roads.
One of the things I saw being carried that night was a large column
built for holding a freeway up.
It lay across the beds of two trucks and had to have been about 30 feet in diameter,
both trucks had little yellow signs on the back
that said WIDE LOAD which I thought was quite an understatement.
Another thing about Tyler’s orange truck is I used to sleep in my car.
I didn’t have anywhere to live but I didn’t tell my parents about this.
The arrangement made it easier to get to my 7am math class on time
because I had the best parking spot on campus.
The New York School of poetry is always fun to read about,
I imagine everyone getting along so splendidly and saying
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we are poets and we are friends! And I just think that is one of the nicest
and most happy accidents to ever happen.
A lot of poets being friendly with one another.
Most of my friends are not poets
but they really believe in being connected to other people.
When Keighty and I worked at Starbucks we would talk about
what kinds of literature we liked.
We both majored in Comparative Literature.
She specialized in 19th century French lit,
I studied British and American Modernism.
I thought there was something so spectacular about a girl
with glasses discussing poetry in the middle of an eight-hour shift
with nobody but customers to disrupt us,
and most of those customers were interested
in what we were saying because they had just flown in
from the airport across the street. I hate flying,
and there was an important thing I was going to say
about spontaneity but I don’t remember what it was
because of Tyler’s orange truck so instead
you should know that Tyler used to date an old girlfriend
of mine from high school
and at first I didn’t like Tyler because of this.
The girl dumped me and I took it personally
like I usually do when I’m dumped.
Also, he was a Mormon before he dated her
but she didn’t really like the whole Mormon thing
so he stopped being Mormon
and I thought that was sort of pathetic until I realized
he probably wasn’t really that serious
about Mormonism for a long time before meeting her
and that I was too concerned
with how I could fit myself into their story
and that falling out of a religion is a painful thing
so I should be generous with people who experience that kind of loss.
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Aaron DeLee

Transplant: Kudzu
Nevermind stationary stop signs
or those crosswalks, you’re one mean, green fiend
from another place; Japanese, Godzilla-like gargantuan, creeping
havoc, wrecking landscapes, explosions
of leafy jade, vines, occasional
bruised-purple blossoms. Hydra-headed
whenever severed with several
new shoots to replace each face, you chase
plant and animal alike, grow on
them. Audrey II’s got nothin’ on you,
Kudzu, who refuses conversation
or even piping out the littlest tune.
Whiling away days with plots is talk,
in the meantime you caulk window panes,
Creature from the Black Lagoon, bayou
and everglade, stalk and smother parked
cars, flock and occupy every
being standing still. Swamp Thing, you spread
amok, skulk by inches, tie yourself
onto bushes, bridle tree branches
and scale power lines, crush and hush them.
There is no escape from your clutch,
you’re too much; we must embrace what is
hazardous, release our grudge lest
we choke beneath your beleaguered Hulk.
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Liz Countryman

Masculine Wind
Wind covers the outside of rocks and does it quick.
The hats of eleven-year-olds rip off;
jet skis skim a lake.
Boys like wind, and make it by going around.
They are lists of likes. This one wanting
to throw a ball a hundred and one miles
an hour, at least, through the air.
Things, things of a stadium.
Hot wind rushes by without taking notice.
What a bastard!
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My Upset Versus Your Upset
Your upset was in my ribs like a thicket:
racket of thorns and frosted cobwebs,
doodle on lined paper. The music messed itself
and led into more cavelike holes.
Your upset was domesticated as a tote bag
with innards of inane, forgotten garbage—
lipstick, eyedropper, paper clip—
but troubled like a flooded house,
like a river on wheels. Your upset in the dream I had
of possession: trying to serve a salad to men
I used an appliance, and the lettuce turned
not just to dust, but the thinnest wisp
of salad-colored dust, like vanishing fishmeal.
When I inherited your upset, a dark host
challenged me to present a gas receipt from my pocket,
that minute, to win a prize. Dressed
as a fake bear on the edge of real woods—
your upset outside scattered. Where in its presence
does my upset go? They push each other away
like like poles. Mine had its history of wreckage—
piano keys with a boiled egg,
broke wiper raking the iced windshield.
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When I went to the beach in March, someone was there.
I stared out and felt predatory:
the girls waisted in clear inflatable neon
poking up through the brown like sea mammals,
and behind me, weirdly, a news man.
Even when I desired it—your upset
in the bent woods, breathing in nylon a stranger,
belt-deep in want—it was like a cartoon.
I want always to be looking startled
as at a new March beach alone.
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Sonja James

Onslaught
I say “cotton” & the door creaks.
Sparks fly. Hot wind lifts my hair.
I am neither gracious nor kind.
All the eligible bachelors.
All the pretty women.
No one wants to marry.
Today I only need to spin in place.
The willow speaks Portuguese to me.
I am hot like the interior of a beehive.
I dimple & blush.
Words abandon me
before I can explain my theory of love
& how Rumor gives birth
to a baby with fourteen names.
Some say there were fourteen stones
in Virginia Woolf’s pockets when she drowned.
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Jan Beatty

My Mother Was a Dress
For years I was wearing her,
she was cotton, her neck a blue V
for her blue vagina that birthed 6 babies.
She had a vanilla string around
her waist even though she was hooker-red
at heart, like me.
I wore her for two years, along with
a sister dress of deep cherry.
When I went to meet her the first time
at Catholic Social Services, I wore the cherry
and she wore the blue vagina.
We thought that genetics had made us
go to Joseph P. Hornes to buy the V,
but decided we both lived
near the bloodless dept. store.
After that, I took her off,
stopped wearing her,
didn’t want her touching
my body anymore.
I prefer to think it’s all animal—
the way the V opens my neck to predators,
the way she scissored her legs open
to my father.
The way the dress hugs my hips
then falls,
just like she said she hugged me once—
before falling away, shipping
me out for sale.
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Three Faces and All These Fallen Gods
I’m surrounded by fallen gods in mosaic,
one with his shield battling a tiger and losing,
another with three heads: man/woman/girl rising
from a green vase in a bong-like cloud—just like my childhood—
The third with the god in exile, just him and his blunted sword
watching for the coming redemption (not pictured).
I’m in Tre Visi, 3 blocks from the Manitoba Hall of Fame
and my father’s picture. It’s all too much, the Canadians
are aesthetes, and I’m sure my birth father will walk in—
I’m reading James Allen Hall’s poetry so as not to appear lonely,
but looking pitiful instead. I like the way he transgresses
the ugly with the tender. The brutality reminds me
of an article I read in Vanity Fair where this bank-robber
visits his girlfriend and sticks a .44 up her twat and how
I got turned on by that, but could never tell anyone—
who could I tell? How he would move the gun around inside her,
say things like, Is this too cold? Do you want me instead?
I thought—how unusual to find a man who’ll do that—
cross a hard line and whisper at the same time,
and the opera playing is Puccini’s Tosca,
the waiters meeting my every need and I am filled
with magical thinking: my father has certainly eaten here,
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his dna here, I am in his seat in Winnipeg with three faces
and all these fallen gods/sinking into the tre visi:
three faces of longing, loss and desire—
wanting him to walk in, say, I’ve been looking for you.
Younger, I spent too many years wishing men
would say something hotter than I could think of—they never did.
Because really, I just want to be relieved of making it all up—
let them run it hard and right for a change.
If they could sell their body blazing with a gun, I’d buy it—
instead I eat my stratchatelli and farfalle pretending
a reason to be here—I eat spicy sausage and the wanting
that keeps me in this seat, watching the door,
thinking, yes, it’s too cold—
now, turn it a little.
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Ghostdaddys
When I was a girl I was a boy
with black boots and holster and
a basketball hoop in the backyard.
My reach was endless, I was
birthed in a meteor shower and
all the stars knew my name.
Ever since, I’ve been on street corners
with gimcrack men you wouldn’t want to know,
making myself a luminary.
I had this piece of paper—took years to get it:
the story before the story changed,
before the government got their hands on it.
I’ve been told___________________.

My first father was a millionaire, his
name on my birth certificate/voice
on the phone/his lame-ass answer:
I didn’t come inside her.
I was the small voice asking/
he was the hammer coming down,
shattering me into shooting stars.
I covered my bedroom ceiling
with planets, prayed for a meteor hit
to bury the house. My second father

was a hockey player who fucked
my mother when she was 20—
I drove to Boston to meet him, armed
with her picture, he didn’t
remember her: I was a professional
athelete, he said, there were a lot of women.
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His green eyes burned familiar,
and I thought he was a good man—then
two weeks later, he said no, he didn’t
think he could be my father. I decided
I’ve come from a long line of cowards,
men who can only stand up if they’re
fucking/flacid after that.
Sometimes the earth moves in my dreams
with lies about my past. I was
bent on ruination: drugs for lunch
and dinner—with some dope in between.
My face the face of no/
father, unrecognizable/so why not?
I was the immaculate cum-shot,
I was the wildly surviving thing,
racing after ghostdaddys in dreams:
Dear father, whoever you are,
I hope the sex was ravenous,
with cross/checking, slashing/
I hope there were slats of light everywhere
to see my star on the other side.
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Delicious
I’m looking for clothes to put my body in. At the family gathering, my sistersin-law wear sundresses & strappy sandals, which are lovely, & it’s sunny out, but
the Kenneth Cole men’s shirt I got on sale seems out of place, like the way I need
to wear a lot of metal that can double as weapons if needed & ever since I cut
off all my hair years ago to avoid being mistaken for a woman who wants a man
in Dockers, I search websites for men’s shoes & shirts to fit, stores for men with
elegant small feet, who I imagine to be my cosmic brothers, then one sister-in-law
talks about the new baby, the new baby, I switch to the men’s talk about the new
Camaro, the new Camaro, & the NFL’s jacked-up penalties on hitting, but always
swing back to the women, who have a watery way about them I love, who are
talking about the zesty seasoning for the bean salad, which is, in fact, delicious.
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Visitation at Gogama
No shirt, was drying his long hair
with a towel and looking at the train,
he looked about 30.
I saw my birth father on the dirt line,
young and alive, he stepped
out of a brown house with a white
sign on the side: wild bill (his nickname)
in big block letters.
I saw him the way he was
before he made me—
beautiful and astonishing in his maleness.
I tell you this is my family tree—no
noble phrases, no graveyards on the hill,
just visitations. Now pieces of discarded track,
explosion of purple wildflowers along the side,
solid wall of rock 5 ft. from the train,
then a river/bridge/floating leaves
that look like giant lily pads—is that possible?
We’re approaching the town of Gogama,
Ontario—a small railroad town erased
by the diesel engine. There’s a bar called
“Restaurant/Tavern” and a meat market
called “Meat Market” and a motel called
“Motel”—no other names.
In this place of no-naming or maybe
first naming, I decide I’ll call myself “bastard”—
it’s plain and accurate, you can count on it.
We approach a signal, a woman in a
black tank top with killer arms slouches
in a grey Buick Century at the crossing
in a modified gangster lean. I decide
I love her, call her free.
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Maureen Seaton

Billboards of Illinois
One nation under me. —God

Illinois is a long arm reaching south from Lake
Michigan through farmland and tornado and one
August I’m spinning along with Jesus and Abraham
(Lincoln) and the angels who dwell in barns and all
the bible folk who burrow in the earth like bunnies
(thumpers). Hello, I croon, as I drive fast
down the plains in a land so clearly God’s he
directs me like a GPS from the clouds. Feeling Lost?
he says. My book is your map. But I know he was
born in Kankakee and moved to Chicago
for the Red Hots, a bright lad with a future. Every
time he sees me speeding in my small defiances,
he counts the hairs on my head and clothes me
in lilies, holding me tight in his prairie-sized hand.
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Richard Fox

Cake
Alberta Clipper or
Louisiana stripper:
the rafters, they shake
& me timbers, they shiver.
Sadness is stubborn;
it collars & freezes you,
like spotting someone
you used to know on the train,
& your heart gets smaller
because there is nothing for it
to beat against, but what else
gives way better than skin;
it’s not too much of a stretch
to see how all your organs shrivel;
not too far-fetched to see
your own death.
You could swill something foul
from Sears & Roebuck.
There is cake—leftover
& too shy to eat; down on its luck.
Many small embankments on fire,
as if in some manner of nearness
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they were, & because of their distance,
the horizons weren’t,
but your house burns; your children,
they will burn; are burning; now burnt.
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Richard Meier

A sister is a distant process to which I have an unfinished response. There’s
something I died in the middle of, a scheme without any clear cut modulations
because I insisted on humming along. Where could the purple dress with large
buttons, eyes to hold two sides together, the point in the field that December or
January by the treeline barbed wire the distance apart at which the air was enough
to leave us alone, my sister and I.
*
When I say the word myself it has a body that fits inside my own and says a sister
is not always smaller than a brother.
*
At one time I felt, OK, every time that red light flashes I’ll be a woman, a sister of
my sister.
Another time the leaves were scheduled to change and John said I can’t
understand that music and so don’t like it so we went outside the house where he
could think there wasn’t any playing and I said I loved it, my sister told me.
In D.H. Lawrence he was the relation between the sisters, D.H. Lawrence.
One hand moved around in space and another played the music and a third hand
hummed audibly, sister process.
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Gnats, daffodils, ivory ant hills and top soil ant hills, the grains are delicately piled.
Glass out and no screen yet so I step through the storm frame into the kitchen.
Yellow flags mark where cables are buried. Spring’s loud birds, the grackle puffs
out and groans before launching at the little cage of suet, falls out of sight from the
slippery wires. Two-foot section of wire fence, waist-high in the lilacs; it’s grown
into a stump and so couldn’t be cut out with the rest and down the block two
chunks of tree ingrown on the telephone pole support cable. Where’s the border?
I don’t have a book in hand but I can hear people talking and watch a man drive by
with a phone to his ear and hear the grackles, robins, sparrows, cardinals, ducks,
and chickadees. A guy on a bike rides by with one hand on a bike that has no
rider. But then I do get a book—“It keeps eternal whisperings around
desolate shores,”
a yellow watering can on a blue board, furious honey locust stems cut back to
death, let’s work but not go to work, dissect the hues of the grass without a prism.
I’m sitting at the place where you and James drank your root beer and so speak as
if you were beside me. Now for some passersby to put your faces on. Or better
still transported to your room to write to you. A sparrow dives to penetrate the
outer density of an arbor vitae 4 houses down but inside it is spacious. A piano,
briefly.
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I had a seat at the ceremony I couldn’t recognize. The ceremony was upsidedown and in the polished bell of the French horn. The void was vibrating but it
remained a void. In a dream I went under a huge wave, tumbling and turning,
expecting to surface, thinking in the increasing pressure I felt with a growing
awareness but not panic of James nearby who though we both wore life vests
might be less certain, having never before in this way been driven under. But I
did not surface—I woke up into the bed that had already for a long time now been
a surface. James was beside me, still sleeping. As if these situations could only
be survived by being doubled and transformed, the drowning water becoming
the air of the room by a shift of consciousness that demanded my presence at the
ceremony I could not recognize or perform.
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Jason Mitchell

to the left of zero
Woodsmoke, and kids dressed up
Like Ultra Death, like Princess Pink
And Moonthrow, while light
*
Sharpens itself at the edge
Of a world grown slightly rougher
With another passing month,
*
A knife, and a belt to sand it on,
Something to cut, and one more
Strand of hair falling out of me,
*
A pillow sack filled with candy,
A two dollar bill, and a pumpkin
Smashed to guts
*
On the sidewalk, a beer can
At the foot of a sunflower, thyme
And my outwardly leaping
*
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Heart kicked to curb. To get low
And then lower, to be presented with
Something small, then to
*
Eschew it for something still
More so, and to hold that thing closer
To yourself than anything
*
Would be like to hold everything.
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Leif Haven

Concept Album
A million years in one opera.
Just another drive through Morning Glory, Alabama without getting out of the car.
A libretto by the person that loses the war with the machines.
An exercise in “pushing the boundaries.”
Soup.
I’m tired of this body give me another.
A benefit album to benefit tired people.
Christmas in Miami.
Snack foods in the morning.
“Drone Period”: An Album in One Tone.
The veil has been lifted on your new car.
A collection of songs dedicated to “The Price is Right.”
Christmas in Shanghai.
A theme about menswear and its cultural relevance.
The baseball game without a face.
An exercise in broken syntax and boredom.
The serenity of a thousand still lakes.
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Give in to your aesthetic there will be no penalty.
How to lose control of your self.
Tonight you make the sky fleshy.
My worms and you float towards eternity.
Kidnapped in Minneapolis by a Chevrolet Astrovan in February.
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Karyna McGlynn

The Death of Small Woodland
Creatures
They’re asking me to think about death. I can only visualize this aging British pop
star. He keeps trying to scream but all that comes out are the flat representations
of rainbows. Everything he ejaculates is graphic art. I want to put my arms
around him, but you can’t really put your arms around thin men in tight yellow
t-shirts, can you? Not unless the wingtips of your hair smell like small woodland
creatures. Out on the street Death is taking Park Slope’s class photo. He’s using
a panoramic camera, which slides over us like the hungry eye of a polar bear. I
wanted to appear on both sides of the photo. But I didn’t move fast enough to pull
it off. I told people, there: you see that blonde smudge coming out from under the
bleachers? That was supposed to be me.
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Michael Klein

There is where my sympathy comes to
an abrupt end
Sometimes the new dog just stands there
not looking for the toy or the small piece of just discarded bite-sized world
and her exaggerated head is cartoonly tilted at the lamp that is too high
even for us humans to turn on or off and she is perfectly still in her bulldog heated heart
with the snorkeling apparatus turned off for one startled minute—is she breathing?—
as she looks for God or some other radiant ghost we live with and says in her own dog’s
smarts: I know who I am in all of this.
My dog is a good example for me. Everybody says that, but I really mean it.
Because I never stop long enough for exactly this tenderness of looking because I am
cruel
and human and forget to take that island in the day Jane Cooper always talked about
when
she wanted me to see the moving hour through
a still life’s version of it and then be moved.
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What happened
Direct sunlight.
Shadow of him, next to shadow of a dog.
The rest of light waits somewhere he’s been to
And never thought he’d have.
Here in beyond—a little—the middle of his life.
The ocean, a success behind that.
He knows what happened.
He asked for love.
That was his first mistake.
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Eric Burger

Some Things Dante Forgot to Tell Us
About Hell
Hell is a triumph of the spirit. Less so than heaven,
but a triumph nonetheless. There are cute woodland creatures in hell—
though they gossip about you openly. There are rainbows
but they shit brightly colored paint down your throat.
Hot nets drop from lilac trees and you are forced to love them,
the nets and the trees. Hell is a colorful endlessness
that dumps all over you. And when the going gets tough
here in the 8th circle
(sower of schism, that’s me)
I console myself
with the fact that hell has an imagination—
even as I am carved into pieces
with an unsharpened blade.
And when Felix, the lazy torturer with the lazy eye,
gets me for the day, I get some much-needed time out.
I watch him waste time poking at fires under cauldrons.
I hear him sigh as he gathers up his whip.
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Jeanne Marie Beaumont

Dream of X
A person who has entered your body
never entirely exits.
The body’s brain is full of doors on trick hinges.
Some push in, some push out.
Some only dreams can break down, bring back.
Dream knows the necessity of artifice, disguise,
knows how two may briefly lock eyes:
Bonnie looks at Clyde, Clyde at Bonnie.
Tune up the fiddle, tighten the bow.
The aftermath of two minus one minus one—
And Clyde’s a fog on the mountain,
and Bonnie’s mist over the sea . . .
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The Ghost Baby
tugged at my sleeve in the bar (of all places!).
I didn’t want to pay attention.
Listen, you were the one sent to listen.
I’ll tell you where I was conceived, a cottage on the rocks,
a lake, lots of trees. A dapper foursome
they were then, happy as chipmunks in Eden.
I didn’t want to pay attention.
I knew pictures in an album:
Mother’s head disappearing in the fog.
Father smart in his fedora, two-toned brogues.
Two neat children in hand-stitched clothes . . .
You’ve seen the photo then when
father holds mother from the brink.
I didn’t want to see, I said. I didn’t want—
To think! How he grips onto her shoulders.
It was not long after the war. Children
were trying to return to earth, I was among them,
the ghost child said. Listen . . . pay attention. . . .
Only a wayward wind. What does it matter?
Attention dims. Speculation fades.
Superstition, I said. Everyone knows it:
a ghost is only a gust of lost wind.
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Dream Doll in the Making
The burden summoned from the drawer.
She found the doll there, and
discarded the legs.
She gathered tools: wire cutters, soldering iron, awl.
Also, sponge moss, polymer clay, rusty pins, fiberfill.
She put a bird in her hand.
She used her favorite glue.
She reattached her hair and added millinery flowers.
A bit of traction to improve the neck.
She placed her on a silver platter.
Something waited for her beneath the surface.
She slept with the rumors, with the numinous.
She embraced her refusal to fail.
She found some free lace, that had survived
a fire, untouched by smoke.
She learned one joke: Why did Dracula visit the dress shop?
There were minor final embellishments:
such as the weaving of danger,
the stamping of words
the construction of character X 7
She named her Serendipity-do.
She became a continuously floating thing.
A fishbowl notoriety followed her everywhere.
Against the elements, she fared well.
Her husband came in handy and
just in time
to revamp her wardrobe.
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Kate Sontag

Black Pants
Black pants you sleek sonsabitches
my chic, formal, day or night casual
hipster cool britches, on your mark
get ready, set, go gliding my thighs
through snow, sleet, rain, tornado,
even the clear days of summer
as you fold and unfold into neat
and sloppy piles, leaning toppling
towers on my upper shelf,
store loads paid in full that could
have saved whole families
from starvation but instead fed
my ego, completed my outfit,
covered my shaved or stubbled legs,
this is my troubled trousered semiode to you stretching out as you do
and sending me back to the outlet
mall, catalogues, sassy girl shops
for more because I can’t get enough
of you without whom I would not
contribute nearly as much to
the economy nearly as often, take
so much lickity-split time to get
dressed, undressed, and redressed
trying to find just the right fit,
as you follow me and I follow you
like twin shadows or leashed dogs
into the depths of cotton polyester lycra
blends mass produced in sweatshops
to travel across oceans, highways,
flyways claiming and reclaiming
me with such elasticity until
each pair washes down
to its threadbare end.
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Kenyatta Rogers

Y
There’s golddust in your pores.
Your chemistry is fish and leaves.
The tea you brought from home.
There’s ivory in your fingernails.
Your chemistry is water and wine.
The wine glass I broke in the snow.
There’s elephant tusk in your bones.
King blood in your blood.
I give you water and
you spit pearls.
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Matthew Thorburn

A Huangshan Postcard

The Chinese city of Wuxi (“no tin”) was once called Youxi (“has tin”)

That photo of the temple’s
cracked fountain—
where were we, again?
And when were we sure
it was an earthquake?
Crumbs bounced
in the pie tin.
Glasses rattled—
half empty, half
full. A curtain
of cloud hung still, kept
Mount Hua hidden.
Huangshan’s more climbable
anyway. A hurt in
my heart got forgotten,
a good line to note in
my notebook jotted down:
No, nothing’s certain—
except everything changes,
all of it ends. No
painter’s tint can catch
that Huangshan mist.
No hiker’s tent is meant
to feel like home.
In Wuxi, the story goes,
they dug up the mountain
till there was no more
mountain, no tin.
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The Blue Bowl of Sky over Hangzhou
“Go ahead, Gong-gong,” the boy says
once the green light goes on
and the camera’s rolling, pulling in
this video I’ll watch again later
when I find it online, and his grandfather
says, “An old man feels guilty
that bracken and spring mountain bamboo
are so sweet”—or so the subtitle
will say. His words are Chinese;
they’re the words of the Song Dynasty
poet, Su Dong’po. West Lake mutters
against the rocks. I take a bite of Dong’po ro,
the stewed pork named for him because
he invented it—the story goes—once
when he was bored, then hungry, then forgot
the bubbling pot when a friend stopped by
to play checkers. And hours, and hours
later, the smoky aroma, the squares
of pork belly dark and delicate on the tongue,
stripes of skin and meat and yellowy fat.
Not bad. I’m looking for one perfect phrase
to show you this white-haired couple,
this boy’s Gong-gong and—
I can’t remember how you say grandmother
in Chinese—his wife, who stand next to
Su’s statue, which stands next to the lake.
He’s finished reciting poetry
for now and they look content, they must
be on vacation, I think, though no
smiles, not touching, hands at their sides
for this prim business of photo-taking,
but also a phrase—that’s what I’m after
or even just a word, two words—
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that catches the quiet hopefulness
of such careful documenting, which says
We were here. This is what life was like once.
Not bad. Now the boy squints
through his camera and takes
a tentative step back, then another, clicks
the shutter once, and then once more
to be sure he gets it all in—the liquid-smooth
sweep of rock, darkened on one side by
so many hands, that suggests the poet’s
robe, Su’s face tipped back to the blue bowl
of sky over Hangzhou—that blue
turning gray, and now turning black—
his long face that looks a little more surprised
each time another camera flashes.

Cover of Entre Nous, Little Caesar Press, 1982
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Jack Anderson

On a Photograph of Tim Dlugos
Years ago on the subway, Tim,
I was reading a book of yours,
one with your photo on
the cover, when a woman
sitting across the way
peered at me, then pointed
shouting, “You! That’s you!
You wrote that book!”
and all sorts of people
stared at us
until I said,
“No,
that’s not me,
that’s not my book,
that’s Tim Dlugos’s book;
I know him slightly
and think it’s a good book,
but I didn‘t write it,
that’s not my book.”
“No, no, no,”
she insisted, “don’t be so modest,
don’t be so shy,
you wrote that book,
that’s you on the cover.
I can tell from the picture.”
Well, we both wore glasses then,
but did we ever
look that much alike?
The next
time I saw you,
I told you that story
and you told me
how once on the subway
you brandished that same book,
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waving it about
hoping someone
would look at that photo
and realize it was you,
that you were the author.
No one did.
And now you are gone,
but here is your book
with that photo on the cover.
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Terence Winch

Ain’t No Cure
Bags of salt sit just inside the closet
by the front door, some day once again
to be scattered like a sacrament over
the frozen concrete, the icy steps.
The snow shovels lean against the side
of the house, like juvenile delinquents,
almost forgetting their purpose
on the planet. The black cat in the back yard
basks in sunny heat. The squirrels are completely
dumbfounded, with temperatures climbing
up to seventy, when once there were
blizzards and five-foot high mountains
of snow. Bugs are stirring, birds are
singing. There is more cruelty than clarity
in confusion. The furnace and the fire
place are gone to waste. The stories
that helped warm up the cold night
have all melted in the bewildering light.
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Ethel Rackin

So far I have this pen
So far I know this tree
That has been changing
Red as a tree
And blue as bark in winter
This tree is neither modernist—
In the cubist style—
Nor does it have any
Symbolic signification
Tree that is ripe for me
Tree with a vine
Tree in its own time
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A Visit
Stone house inland of river’s edge
on one of those roads that snakes up
into the hills and mountains
into the arms and valleys
little knot of sleep, tossing
and waking to a dream
of subtraction
while S. dreams
of drawing gymnasts
as she did when she was a girl.
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Song
An awfully pleasing song in the branches.
A song that reaches as far as an eye can see.
Despite the annoyances, despite the contrivances,
despite the ridiculous need to sing to be.
The branches’ fright when what they sing
is pleasing. As far as an edge,
the need to sing to be.
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Press of Days
A blind bird nests in a tree-like hat.
Days emerge stolidly.
What seems like a thousand cranes pass by
only to be remembered
from an earlier landscape
before such grainy, lit interiors.
Night moves like a cloud pierced.
This must be the place.
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Elaine Equi

Loaves and Fishes
How many times
must I eat this salmon,
drink this wine
in order for it
to be real—
really part of me.
A meal consumed by
not only the body
but by the candlelight
of memory.
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Pathos
On the island of Pathos
the gospel of pathos is written
by sad-eyed saints clutching bedraggled pets.
There one listens not to the sea,
but to the murmur of a thousand clichés
about the sea and to the perpetually sighing breeze.
Here is quite a thriving tourist industry
with new people arriving daily wanting to see
the famous tableaus of suffering—the lovers’ leap,
the spas that offer weeping cures.
O Pathos, not even Baudelaire
when he looked into the mirror of the old clown
was immune to your sunny charm.
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Blue Jay Way
for Vincent Katz

Like much great classic horror, it begins with fog. Fog and organ music.
A melodic, malevolent fog has settled upon sunny, sharp-edged L.A.
Everything is under the spell of its lostness, its slow-motion samsara.
Even the unseen birds contribute to the tangle with their winding, gliding ways.
The song itself is a spell inducing us to turn left when we should go right.
The singer’s voice sounds distant and sleepy. Jet-lagged and drugged.
The singer and songwriter is George Harrison, who claims he was, in fact, jet-lagged
when he wrote it while waiting for a friend late at night in a rented house on Blue Jay
Way, a street high in the Hollywood Hills.
We listen as if to a hypnotist and our eyes too begin to grow heavy.
We see ourselves from above—a bird’s eye view—driving in the never arriving car,
but also waiting back at the house.
After the droning intonation of each line comes a chorus of wraiths and banshees
wailing and rattling the chains of their distortion.
There is actually a backwards version of the entire mix including vocals and all
instruments faded up at the end of each phrase.
The song is spooky, but like most of George’s compositions, it can also be spiritual.
The line “please don’t be very long,” repeated twenty nine times, could be addressed
to a casual friend, a lover, or to God.
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I like the song not so much because it encourages me to keep looking, but because,
thanks to its amazing technical wizardry, it perfectly replicates the muddled feeling
of being lost.
Truth be told, as someone born during a Mercury retrograde, I rather like being lost.
Even if you don’t believe in astrology, I can assure you I have virtually no sense of
direction, look at maps as a peculiar form of abstract art, and often find that places
I’ve been to many times look totally unfamiliar. It’s the exact opposite of deja-vu.
I like being lost for the same reason I used to like to smoke. It gives me an excuse,
time to think, a way of being unaccountable, at least temporarily.
In our age of GPS systems and cell phones, it’s hard to imagine a song like this being
written. The whole situation seems quaint.
So why not succumb now and then, if only for nostalgia’s sake, to the lure of the lost?
Tomorrow is sure to be business as usual.
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Robert Hershon

Powder
No one respects the wishes of the dead
He who wanted to be encased in walnut
and laid in the ground
with his wife’s grandmother
is burned to a crisp
and dispensed as a powder
Do not publish my letters, the dead insist
Do not sell my horses
Do not re-marry a gentile, a Chinese
a Mormon or a dwarf
But no one listens to powder
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Christie Ann Reynolds

Anti-Revenge Poem
I am not breaking anymore
No, no idiot heart here
No poor sad girl with visionary
Boyfriends and their hands all over me
I’ve chanted inside the temple of pioneers
I’ve stood beneath another sun
Oh no,
I am not going to break again
The blackness receding
Into the big blonde morning
I’ve autographed all the girls this time
I hold my hair back to spit into the bowl
Of porcelain and watch the water run
And think about the water touching the bedrock
And the bedrock holding itself between
Itself and rotting leaf litter and bones
I stare at the beautiful arrangement of eggs on the plate
I fondle all the fields of grass with my body
With my body I ride the floam and asphalt
I know how to keep my animal thieves
In one clear pulse between my knees
All the sadness in the world is my hair
Just one lousy photograph of my hair
The lack of wind inside of it
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Jason Schneiderman

My Rich Friend
My rich friend wasn’t always rich
but now he’s very good at it,
by which I mean he’s generous,
has excellent taste, never makes
anyone uncomfortable, has good
boundaries, and please don’t tell him
but if I were ever to kill myself,
he has this wonderful window
in this perfect little dining nook
that’s fifteen stories up and opens
all the way. The last thing
I would see is a soapstone zodiak
carved into a recess in the ceiling,
and then the city going by
ever so fast. I’m not usually tempted
by an open window. I don’t know
how he survives it every day.
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On Last Looking into Ashbery’s
Self-Portrait
Aren’t you dead yet, Mr. Mouth?
Mr. fang-tooth?
Mr. South?
Aren’t you dead yet,
Mr. Claw?
Mr. Bosie?
Mr. Shaw?
Are you done breathing
all the air?
Done stealing seats
from every chair?
Enough with vices,
mirrors, trolls.
No more voices,
no more souls.
You’re a vampire.
I’ve got veins.
You’re a horse.
Bitch,
I’ve got reins.
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On first looking into Ashbery’s
Self-Portrait
That one might speak of the soul so clearly,
without shame or averted eyes, this was cause for awe,
and oh, with eyes so pure we could not help
but covet their vision, did we hear him speak
of the past as a ventrolquist might hold a favorite
dummy on his lap, and it is not that we did not know
the trick, but rather how much we loved the skill
with which the trick is done. Speak of the soul
and we will unlearn fear. Speak of the soul
and we will unlearn speaker, and what you
may speak, oh god, will be the glory of mankind,
and what you may speak, oh god, will teach us
to unlearn ourselves, until there is only voice,
and we forget that only one of us is speaking.
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Alternate Side of the Street Parking
I said, I can’t stop worrying about the car,
and you said, Because you’re afraid of it
getting hit? Or because you know you have
to move it again tomorrow? and I said, Both,
it’s the all of it, the never being done with it,
the never having more than two days of rest
before it has to be moved again, and
it’s hard to find a space, and I’m not very
good at parallel parking, and you said,
That’s what being a grown up is like,
and I said, Being afraid all the time? Never
being finished with worry? and you said
Yes, for you, that’s what being a grown up
is like for you, and I said, But that’s what
being a child was like, being afraid, all
the time, and you said, Well, then nothing
has changed, and I said, Well at least I have
a car. Something, I said, has to be different.
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Daniel Coudriet

Making Hay
The branches swelling in odd shapes & knives
sprouting from the trees. The shadows
are letters folded unevenly into sharp edges.
The local water won’t be safe until they find
the far shore. I remember streamers swelling
with humidity, music from a bandstand
although the town never had a bandstand.
Someone is cutting branches like swollen teeth.
So many letters, I stopped caring about letters.
I didn’t even open them. They kept piling up
inside the mailslot. No one told me where I live.
I only think of fires. The knives quiver
whenever anyone speaks. I wanted to love them
but they never stop moving. Inside the stalks
the hay waits with faces like typewriters.

Memoirs of a Thrill-Seeker

Edited by Bruce Hainley

ED SMITH:

A Selection of
Ed Smith’s Poems

Ed Smith, 1985
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INTRODUCTION
In 1985, Ed Smith contributed a short bio to Poetry Loves Poetry, an anthology of
Los Angeles poets, in which he wrote that he was “born in Queens, New York,
in 1957, and his family moved to Southern California in 1959,” that he “grew up
in National City, Paramount, and Downey,” and that he “resides in Hollywood.”
It was a state of mind as much as a residence. Active in the infamous 1980s
literary scene that elbowed its way out of Beyond Baroque and included Amy
Gerstler, Dennis Cooper, Bob Flanagan and David Trinidad, among others, Smith
published in many of the most rambunctious publications of the day: Barney,
Mirage, Santa Monica Review, and Shiny International, a magazine for which he
conducted interviews with artists Jim Isermann, Mike Kelley, and Chris Burden
and eventually served as West Coast editor. Cold Calm Press brought out his two
collections of work, Fantasyworld in 1983 and Tim’s Bunnies in 1988; the imprint
was named by Smith, nominally edited by Gerstler, and operated (in Gerstler’s
words) as a “loose semi-collective that was a kind of umbrella” under which Smith,
Flanagan and Trinidad “published books and/or chapbooks for a short period of
time.” Artist Jim Shaw provided a cover illustration for Tim’s Bunnies that perfectly
depicts the sweetly ominous aftershock of Smith’s toy time bombs: a coloringbook-like drawing of bunnies blithely grazing near a nuclear power plant.
The poet eventually moved back to New York and, with his wife, artist Mio Shirai,
founded Creative Systems Architecture, Inc. (CSAI), an information sciences
consulting firm. In January 2005 (the year in which he would take his own
life), to an interviewer who asked him about how he moved from poetry to his
business venture, Smith replied: “Well, right from the start I had thought of poetry
as a form of information processing, and of the poet as a form of information
processor. My favorite poet is Sappho. If you go back and look at her and her
work, it’s the same thing. You can hear her speak right to you. Even though she’s
been dead for 2,500 years and lived in a completely different world, you can see
through her eyes. So I really never left that.” His vital books too long out of print,
his published writing still uncollected, let this brief selection allow you to see
through his.
—Bruce Hainleyiii
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Fishing
This is a good line.
This is a bad line.
This is a fishing line.
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Confessional Poem
when
my pet dog died my
parents
didn’t understand how upset I was
they didn’t know
he’d been giving me head
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Denial
I would never do this.
This isn’t me.
You’d never catch me being words on paper,
Being written down,
Being in a position where
I could always be come back to and read.
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Fantasyworld
I live in a fantasyworld
With fantasy thoughts and feelings,
Hopes and dreams.
I don’t even know what day it is.
My job gets so boring
I beat off under the desk.
I carry fantasy weapons
When I’m on the fantasy street.
I have fantasy conversations
With fantasy people that I meet.
I especially love those fantasy orgasms
In fantasy mouths,
My fantasy tears, pain and anguish,
The fantasy bile at the back of my throat.
It’s not my world that’s falling apart.
It’s all of theirs:
My moms and dads,
The people I work with,
My friends and neighbors.
Ever notice how some things demand your attention?
Like being shot?
Like a cock up your ass?
I drive a fantasy car.
I have so much fantasy money.
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Journal Entry
This isn’t a diary. They used Charles Manson’s diary against him. They used
Sirhan Sirhan’s diary against him, too. Anne Frank’s father promised he’d never
read her diary and then he went and had it fucking published.
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Mary and Her Lamb
Mary had a little lamb
Its fleece was white as snow
And everywhere that Mary went
The lamb was sure to go
Obviously, an unhealthy relationship
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Please
Please repress me
Please do your best to break my spirit
Please judge me
Please grade me
Please reward me and please punish me
Please teach me right from wrong
Please make me feel unimportant
Please make a mockery of my existence
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Mary Says for Me to Make This a Poem
leave us become the
young girl
or at least one
with her
don’t all eyes
follow her
graciously
gracefully
she lights a joint
“It’s all up to you”
I can’t take
my eyes off
the clock

Cover of Tim’s Bunnies, Cold Calm Press, 1988
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Memoirs of a Thrill-Seeker
i closed my eyes and i
experienced a rush—
not a big one but
a nice one just the same.
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three suicidal fantasies
1. I board a night flight from LAX to JFK—not one of those cheapo supersaver
cattle-car flights but a nice, expensive, comfortable one with plenty of headroom
and legroom. Imagine, if you will, British Airways. I order a glass of white wine
immediately from the first stewardess to pass my seat, and I pay her in advance.
As soon as the “FASTEN SEAT BELT” light goes out, I adjourn to one of the many
modern lavatories conveniently available just three rows behind my seat to begin
the enormous task of swallowing the 200 quaaludes carefully concealed on my
person. I’ve really got my work cut out for me. Swallowing 200 pills of any kind
takes real effort and I ought to know. The most pills I’ve ever swallowed at one
sitting prior to this flight was less than fifty—probably closer to thirty-five. I was
“dry-swallowing” them, which, at least ’til that time, was one of my fortes, and,
since many of those pills were capsules, the layer of gelatin which built up in my
throat and stomach slowed me down so much I succumbed to one of the major
dangers of suicide-by-whatever-pills-are-around: I got so fucked-up that I felt
too good to do anything but hang out, smoke pot and look at Tim Sanford’s slides
of his backpacking trip through the Rockies. I have not gone without learning
from my experiences, though: I won’t let that happen again. I am aware my task
is no simple one. To assure success I must eat every one of these questionable
but hopefully powerful street-quality bogus ’ludes without regurgitating from
going too fast or gagging on powder from the pills since I’ll be chewing as many
of them as I can so as to assure speedy, maximum absorbency and a comfortable
fit in my stomach and then get back to my seat and relax with my glass of wine
without doing anything to attract undue attention such as falling over on someone
or taking off all my clothes or spilling something or getting violently ill in the
aisle. Because I am wise and have put enormous thought into this, my ultimate
endeavor, I have smuggled a plastic, twelve-ounce tumbler into the lavatory with
me in the pocket of my maroon sport coat. If I am to be successful, I must be
continually washing the pills down with water. I know my plastic tumbler will
prove far superior to the tiny paper cups so thoughtfully provided by the airline.
I fill the tumbler with water and take out the pills. By shoving them in my face
five at a time and continually refilling the tumbler with my free hand I am able to
ingest my entire stash in less than twelve minutes. Despite my chemically induced
dizziness, I make it back to my chair without incident. I lean back in the seat and
pretend to sleep.
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2. I need a small room for this one. My college dorm room will do just fine. It’s
spring break, and the only two or three people left in my section of the building
today live way down at the opposite end of the hall; so, they’ll be safe. I have five
five-gallon containers of high-octane gasoline with me. I stuff the spaces between
the door and its frame with rags. The window is shut tight. I soak my bed, the
beautiful rug my parents gave me, the curtains and all my clothes with gasoline.
This takes about twenty minutes, I think. By the time I’ve dumped out the last of
the gasoline the fumes have already begun to get to me. My heart is pounding and
my head is aching. Is this good enough to turn my room into a real combustion
chamber, or will I merely end up with brain damage? I take the disposable lighter
form my shirt pocket and hold it in my hand ready to ignite. The fumes continue
to build up. I’m supporting myself on the desk, ready to double over or fall to my
knees. I grip the lighter tightly. Not yet . . . almost, but not yet. I don’t know if
this is going to work.
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To My One and Only True Love
Here’s to the babies we won’t have
Here’s to the promises we won’t make
Here’s to the lives we won’t share
Here’s to the disaster under the bridge and the one at the top of the fence
Here’s to your laughing eyes behind the wheel
Here’s to you
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Directed Association
To know the difference
To know
To feel good about something
To feel
To feel pain
To wallow in agony
To feel
To feel good about something
To love
To love life
To wallow in fear
To be gripped by fear
To be shaken by fear
To see fear
To see
To see oneself
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To love oneself
To love
To love life
To “hang out”
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Untitled
All day long we try to put it together but it just keeps falling apart and there’s no
money and I can’t hold a job and we live in the bed and the drugs fill our life with
terror and there’s nothing more to do. I try to be honest but all that comes out are
lies and it’s so bad to hear “It’s gonna be alright” with the broken glass on the floor
and the disheveled furniture.
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Zero Zero
I can’t have fun unless I get drunk
We like to make pretty parties
with glass bottles smoke brown
believe me
you drink eighteen beers in one hour
and it’s bound to affect your life
I just can’t remember
what it did to mine
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Shake Your Head
I sat in front of you on the bus today
but you didn’t recognize me.
You wore featherlight headphones
and sang softly to yourself.
Outside I saw the sky
as blue as your hair.
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My Hardening Dick
Perhaps she noticed it
bulging under my skirt
after we kissed.
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At the Gourmet Shop
“Hello, I’d like some cigarette sauce, please.”
“Cigarette sauce? What are you talking about?”
“Oh, I’m sorry. I mean tobacco sauce.”
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A Poem in 4 Parts
Part I
Fuck you
Part II
Fuck you
Part III
Fuck you
Part IV
Fuck you
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Babysitting
okay, now it’s your turn to
look for the soap

First row (left to right): Amy Gerstler, Ed Smith, Bob Flanagan. Second row (left to right): unknown, Michael Silverblatt, Mark McLaughlin,
David Trinidad, Sheree Rose. Los Angeles, California, 1985. Photographer unknown.
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A True Story of Enormous Significance
The other day I was making some
tea so I put a pot of water on
to boil, turned away and got
a cup from the cupboard. I
put a teabag in the cup. By
and by, I went back to the
stove and stood over it, gazing
into the pot of water. Presently,
the water began boiling before
my very eyes. It wasn’t the
first time I had had such an
experience.
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molding young minds
into penicillin
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Almost Drunk
I’m almost drunk
after four little bottles of Inglenook
on an empty stomach
standing here on the dance floor
swaying back and forth
watching you play guitar
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if this were a bomb
you’d be dead
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Anita Baker
Ed: I don’t know if I like her voice. She sounds all garbled.
Ed: Right, but her diction is part of her trademark, how she makes
herself stand out.
Ed: Yeah, you see, it doesn’t really matter whether you or anyone
else for that matter likes her voice or not so long as there’s
something about it that’s recognizable, that the public
will remember.
Ed: Yeah, so even if nobody likes it at all there’ll still be enough
of the population forming some sort of attachment to it
to make it commercially viable.
Ed: Yeah, like Rod Stewart.
Ed: This is a technique Flipside used.
Ed: Whadda ya mean?
Ed: You know, to review an album or artist or something by
having a group of people sitting around talking into a tape
recorder about it or just saying whatever comes into their
head and then transcribing it.
Ed: Oh, yeah, well I bet other fanzines have done that, too.
Ed: Yeah, and I’ll bet whoever’s done it also had more than
one person sitting around talking to himself.
Ed: Oh yeah? —Fuck you!
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so many men
so little basil
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Desire
I looked upon her and knew
I wanted her. Will you come
into the back to see the
chicken coops with me I
asked hoping to get her
away from all the people
at this party. We had been
drinking. She looked right
at me with those eyes of
hers. Somehow she knew.
That in itself meant so much
to me. We stood very close
talking. She told me a story.
It was a story about herself
and about her marriage. I was
enthralled. She sparkled. After
the party a group of us went
out to a Chinese restaurant
and sat at a large, round table
with a lazy Susan in the middle.
I went in the car with her and
her husband. Bouncing up and
down on the backseat, I explained this would be good practice
for when they had their
soon-to-arrive first child.
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Tonight’s Line-Up
time vs. distance
food vs. shelter
mom vs. dad
sophisticated vs. numb
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Sometimes Fucking Seems So Alien
Sometimes fucking seems so alien
Like a daydream
Once upon a time
Like waving “hello” on the freeway
Like watching TV
Like serving your country
Like being alive
Like waiting for a bus

DOSSI R
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Sex
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Amy Gerstler

Before Sex
This writhing and thrusting’s designed to distract us
from brooding about death. But who can forget
that all we prize is but lent to us, anyway:
the length of our days, our contracting attention spans,
the world spun around us and the universe pulsing within.
The penis, the liver, errant patches of hair—
The spirit housed in its aching meat.
Let all flesh bless the stumbling numbered breaths,
the urges. The bloody smells. Long afternoons
in foreign hotels. A premonition of children.
Let those who sleep in the dust guffaw at our antics,
or just lie silent as our half-lives elapse.
We bed down and rise up as often as we can.
Fireflies encircled her head
as she stood on the porch at twilight.
Only this act is real. Only her. Only me.
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Jack Anderson

The Song That Signifies Sex
Back then, it was everywhere. You heard it everywhere back then. But you first
heard it when you were having sex. You were in this stranger’s bedroom having
hot sex and this hit song hit you out of the bedside radio, making the sex that
much hotter. Then you kept hearing it everywhere. But, mostly, you remember
hearing it in bars late at night or in other bedrooms rising high out of the radio
while you were having sex again, so that wherever and whenever you heard it,
this song signified sex and its rhythm was sex itself.
Then the song was no longer a hit and you heard it less and less often and, finally,
not at all, though you still had sex. Once in a while in the middle of sex, you
found yourself remembering bits of that song, but you no longer thought about it
very much and, finally, you forgot it.
But not forever. That song may be coming back again, a hit once more. You
sometimes hear it now in coffee shops, a tune that sticks out in a medley of
oldies. Or you hear it on a taxi radio or in a railway station waiting room: that
song with the rhythm that stirs up memories. And perhaps, by chance, you may
hear it again coming from a bedside radio just as before, that song that for you
always signifies sex.
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Jeffery Conway

Where the Mood Struck Me
Front seat of my ’67 Mustang at 55 MPH on the northbound 405 Freeway in the
San Fernando Valley
My Northridge apartment in 106 degree heat
A lifeguard stand on Venice Beach at 3:00 A.M.
A 4th floor Venice Beach apartment overlooking the boardwalk
On Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride at Disneyland
My ’67 Mustang parked on a side street near the Odyssey night club in West
Hollywood
Will Roger’s State Beach at midnight
A tree house in the backyard of an old Hollywood estate
A guest house in Hollywood just off Sunset Blvd.
My apartment on Sunset Blvd.
Back end of my brother’s truck parked on a dead-end street in North Hollywood
My dorm room my first year of college
An apartment with a view of the capitol in Sacramento, California
The apartment I shared with James for years just off Melrose Ave.
The house I shared with James for many months in the Hollywood Hills
The jacuzzi of that house
A Redondo Beach apartment near the ocean
A West Hollywood apartment just off Santa Monica Blvd.
A Hollywood apartment that overlooked the Hollywood Freeway
A cabin in Big Sur
A hotel room in San Francisco
A Manhattan apartment on the 45th floor
A “glory hole” room at The Cock Ring bar in Amsterdam
A hotel room in Amsterdam
Another hotel room in Amsterdam
Another hotel room in Amsterdam
A moving sidewalk in the Paris Metro in the middle of the night
An apartment in Paris
Another apartment in Paris
The bunker where Hitler committed suicide in Berlin
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A dark room at bar “Crisco” in Florence
A Manhattan apartment on the Upper East Side
My apartment in Chelsea
Another apartment in Chelsea on the same street
A SoHo apartment
A dark room at the Rapp Arts Center in the East Village on Halloween
A portable john in the parking lot of a Catholic high school in the East Village on
New Year’s Eve
An East Village apartment
My East Village apartment
A hotel room on the island of Maui every day for a week
A hotel room in San Luis Obispo
A hotel room in Carmel
A hotel room in Palm Springs three nights in a row
Another hotel room at the same hotel in Palm Springs three more nights in a row
A condo in Ventura, California
A parking lot near a porno bookstore in Santa Barbara
A hotel room at the Ritz Carlton in Laguna Beach
Will Roger’s State Park on a Sunday afternoon near a creek
A bathtub at Nancy’s house in Brentwood
A Jacuzzi next to a tennis court in the backyard of a Beverly Hills mansion
A house in Laurel Canyon
A Porsche parked on a side street near The Probe bar in Hollywood at 6:00 A.M.
My apartment on Dunsmuir Ave. in Los Angeles
In the dunes at Jones Beach just before a rain storm
A restroom in a DC-10 32,000 feet above the Grand Canyon
A railroad flat in the East Village
A house next to a bird sanctuary on Nantucket Island
The back porch of that house
Top of a rock at The Garden of the Gods in Colorado Springs
Room 8 at The White Horse Inn in Provincetown, Massachusetts
Back seat of a taxi headed down Houston St. in a snow storm
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On the hull of a shipwrecked boat along the shore of Cape Cod
The “honeymoon suite” of a gay inn in a “gay” town in Maine
The second floor of Norman’s nineteenth century farm house in Kerhonkson,
New York
In the bathroom on the first floor of that house
Ron’s cottage on Cottage Street
Errol Flynn’s deserted estate in the Hollywood Hills on a Friday night
A cemetery in Hollywood at dawn

Postcard Collage, Susan Wheeler, circa 2001
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Jeff Tigchelaar

Premature Ejaculation
This is the shortest
fucking poem
I’ve ever written.
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Randall Mann

Fantasy Suite
Some places are better than others
for suicide. St. Louis, let’s say.
That fantasy suite in St. Louis
like the idea of horror-porn: the scarred carpet; duct tape.
Outside the hotel, a sort of field.
Pretty and inevitable, like the path to infidelity;
choking on wildflowers, the yellows and pinks, the sickness.
And I saw one more clean boy. His mouth was not.
And I saw one more clean boy—his mouth was not
choking on wildflowers, the yellows and pinks, the sickness—
pretty and inevitable, like the path to infidelity
outside the hotel, a sort of field.
Like the idea of horror-porn, the scarred carpet? Duct-tape
that fantasy suite. In St. Louis
for suicide. St. Louis. Let’s say
some places are better than others.
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Flagging
And then I end up south of Market,
in the hands of a loaded man.
A few queens lean on the bar, in a file
and in leather,
the requisite drag.
It feels like I’m in a foreign land:
The walls, by Tom of Finland.
The couples, on the market.
My friend is becoming a drag,
so I scan the room for a suitable man.
(Damn I wish I’d worn some leather.)
With emery boards at the bar, I file
my nails; a Daddy asks me to defile
him. Why not. I paw his prostate gland
in the can: It, too, is leather.
The entire place is down-market—
and so am I. I love it. Man to man,
the ones in leather-drag
rarely call their leather “drag”—
it doesn’t fit the profile.
A real man
should be able to land
a punch and leave a bruise, a mark, et
cetera, beneath all that leather.
Tucked into Daddy’s leather
pants-pocket, a red rag:
there is always a market
for flagging, always the pocket-file
of symbol and
appetite. And I am the man
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slipping into the back, like a woman.
The sunken faces taste like leather.
The back-room, like a gangland.
I fake a fight but let them drag
me to the corner. They’re single-file:
Each takes a turn, as one does, south of Market.
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That Dark Apartment
When I returned from Kansas City, there were signs:
the spent hallway bulb, stack of Chronicles.
The dirt in wait for dirt. Heartless, the clichés;
artless, I mean. “Party guy seeks party guys,”
my meth-loving ex- had typed on sites
with names like Adam4Adam and Manhunt.
“VERY open-minded,” which was unlike
him, those caps. One last thing.
On Wednesday, midday, it was freezing,
but not for him; he came out of the den—
shirtless, hot, and blotchy—
when I summoned him. His pupils blown in the light.
“I don’t do ultimatums,” he said, let the door ease
shut, and turned up the porn. And burned up the lease.
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CM Burroughs

Clitoris
Didactic.
Magnetic in-the-flesh.
Says you made me. I love blood as much as you. Then
Turns from noon to noon so we view the Heavy
Button, Blown Glass, Fruit Pit. Good
Lever grows to Yes
Takes a chair leg, table ledge (does it
Matter) rubs her chin against it.
Fresco.
Likes it rough. Likes it
Dug. Says done right, I am fragments
Of heaven. Convinces you. Says
Let’s have you
Slide your hopeful tongue along her eyelid,
Take her
Between your lips and suck.
Breathe through your nose. Don’t
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Let go. Feel her graze, her eye through your daze.
Stop. Don’t stop. This is where
She hangs. From the tongue, the tooth, the nail.
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Adore the Human
She is naked
			

Breasts, kneecaps . . . all

No accoutrements
			

And his urge toward her hair

She’s missed him
			

Her lifted mouths

Nude in the brush . . . bodies mapped as embroidery

			
[Breath!]

Breast, Breast, Navel
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Christie Ann Reynolds

*

There were rocks in the back of my high school
called The Love Rocks.
They were huge and wide and flat and Suzy
loves Davy and Miriam love(d)
Paul but someone came and bulldozed
the rocks when I went there to lose It
to some tall blond boy. We decided to do it against the bricks.
It left scars where a pressing of hers into a pressing of his. His erection
was like the Empire State Building
from where I knelt and from my apartment
I can see the Empire State Building
when the leaves fall out.
I stare and stare and stare and think of you naked.
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Sophia Dahlin

Natch
we’ve been camping a week and we look like trees
but I am soaking my fingers in the stream
to make them clean
and soft
so I can bite my fingernails off
and fuck you
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Denise Duhamel

You Don’t Get to Tell Me What to
Do Ever Again
—Lester Burnham

There was a time all he wanted was sex.
I was premenstrual, too tired,
in a bitch of a mood, then perimenopausal,
or maybe even bored.
He would lie beside me jerking off
while I pretended to be asleep.
Maybe he saw a neighborhood cheerleader
suspended on the ceiling like Kevin Spacey did,
which made me the uptight Annette Bening.
Who did I want to have sex with then, if not him?
There were wild crushes I never let get out of hand
even though one time I spent the night
at someone else’s apartment
but alone on a couch. My husband was oddly cool
about it. He said I know you are having an affair
almost pleased, as though now he was off the hook
to make me happy. So I pushed it.
I said So-And-So jokes he wants a threesome
with us. My husband said OK but no way am I touching him,
as though I’d suggested a restaurant and he’d agreed
as long as he didn’t have to eat the lamb.
So-And-So got too drunk and passed out.
I felt extremely ashamed, that I’d taken
the joke too far. My husband never brought it up
again, and for that I was grateful.
How long and impossible the road of married sex—
or at least married sex for us,
two passive people wanting to be adored.
The year before he left we avoided being awake
in bed at the same time and, when we were,
we lay on our backs hoping the other would take over.
One night I turned on my side, facing the wall, remembering
the way we used to kiss, the eager way all lovers kiss at first,
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then the way the kisses fizzle and shorten to a peck.
I contemplated how to awaken that first spark,
that deep unknowing, and wished for an amnesia
that could make us want
to acquaint ourselves with the other all over again.
I took a deep breath, tried to formulate something loving
or seductive to say, but instead snapped, Will you please stop that!
and my husband’s secret was out. He left the bed
for the bathroom and the recliner
and eventually for another woman in another state,
which leads me to today. Now that it’s too late,
all I want is sex. I am the one jerking off
as the hands of my imagined and real lovers,
dead or gone, reach down from the ceiling
sprinkling me with rose petals, red American Beauty mouths
that whisper there’s no way to domesticate you, darling,
and I pretend I can do whatever I want.
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The Ambivalence Inn
He was going down on me
in a motel by his parents’ house
when his tongue slowed, then stopped,
and I heard a faint snore. We had been drinking
which was his excuse, his apology,
as I fled to the pool in his robe
hoping he’d follow. I dangled
my feet in the water—my pollywog toes,
my black nail polish which I thought was hip
the way I thought it was hip to have a boyfriend
I could talk to like a girlfriend,
a sister even, his curls like mine,
his kisses like mist, his folk guitar
with the paisley strap frayed with gold threads.
I fell asleep on a lounge chair, determined
not to go back, not to be
the first one to talk. The plastic slats
left imprints on my thighs and back. The sun
blared into my hangover. We ate
the free breakfast, uncomfortable and hesitant
by the tray of obscene jelly donuts.
Undaunted by my cut offs and runny mascara,
his father said, When’s the wedding?
My boyfriend answered, When I get back
from the Peace Corps, even though we’d never
spoken about marriage. When his mother
took me for my first manicure,
the cotton balls looked covered in soot.
You know my son might be a little confused,
she told me as the beautician
massaged our hands with lavender lotion.
I chose a vulva pink polish.
My ambivalent boyfriend said it was garish.
We started to fight about movies
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and pop songs and cereal brands, politics
and the role of religion. He stuck
a finger up my ass, and I went down on him
a few more times, pretending
everything would be alright. He played
with my breasts and then ran to his guitar
to serenade them. Nowadays, our shrinks
would say we did the best we could
given that we hadn’t admitted to ourselves
he was gay and I was afraid
of grownup commitment. My lonely pussy slobbered
and cried, his mouth pulling away.
He didn’t know how to end it so he fibbed,
I’ll write to you from Kenya.
I didn’t know much either
so I slowed down and stopped, then lied.
I heard my own voice sigh,
I’ll be waiting for you right here.
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Sex
As the snakes crawl up through the floorboard cracks
(the cracks between my subconscious and conscious mind?)
I poke them with a spoon, try to push them
back down under the house
where, through an opening in the wood,
I see a bowl of rotting fruit below
and one snake, then two,
then a bundle squirming. Who would build a floor
atop another floor and leave behind a bowl of fruit? I ask.
You did, the contractor says as I stare at the grains
swirling in the wood (the vulva?) and the dark
revelatory holes. Apparently
I’d wanted to live above it all.
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Ode to the Maraschino Cherry
I had my first in a Shirley Temple at my uncle’s bar.
He plucked one from a heap near the other garnishes—the tart lemon
and lime slices, the briny olives. I sipped the fizzy drink, trying
to make it last, but was more interested in the cherry,
a plump preserved potbelly. The cherry was violent
and seductive—the texture of a bloody nose, the stickiness of lipstick,
what went on at the bar at night when I wasn’t there. I snuck a few more
from the bowl near the cash register. Piled on top of one another,
the cherries looked like drupelets, as though together they made a huge berry.
After my first, I kept on the lookout for Maraschinos—one impaled on a straw
of a homemade Cherry Coke. Another settled into the whipped cream
of a chocolate sundae or stuck like a scarlet freckle in a slice of ham.
I would crumble apart a piece of otherwise boring fruitcake
hoping to find even a lopsided Maraschino sliver.
I wasn’t surprised to learn that something so delicious
wasn’t good for me, that I wasn’t even getting the benefit of the fruit
once the sulfur dioxide and food coloring got through with it.
The cherries were bleached first, my mother told me—and I imagined Clorox
bottles and boxes of Clairol. Red dye numbers 1 and 4 were actually banned
for a time before the FDA let them sneak back into Maraschino cherries,
which were considered mainly decorative and not really a foodstuff at all.
An apple may be nutrition and knowledge, but to be tempted
by a Maraschino is to be tempted by excess and glitz.
Knowledge that the neon bar sign will sputter and fade by morning.
Knowledge that marriage will squeeze your aunt’s whole face closed.
Knowledge that your uncle will die bankrupt, cirrhosis of the liver.
Knowledge that the cherries you loved bobbed for a month
in calcium chloride until devoid of color
then were soaked for a week in artificial flavor. Knowledge, yes,
and reaching for the embalmed fruit nonetheless.
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Leif Haven

March
The green room shakes with hidden colors.
I move furniture with my eyes. Someone named
Dean with a ponytail puts a cigarette out on
the kidskin sofa. Dean says, “Listen to this.”
Dean is trying to tell me about lizard people
but I can’t hear him because of the opening act.
Dean is shouting across the room and I nod my head.
I start to put on my makeup.
I have seen more sex in the last year than I have had.
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R. Zamora Linmark
Two for Tim

For My Consideration
Maybe call Raul and see if he still
wants the post-Senior Prom
blow-job I promised him seventeen
years ago. Beats moving next
month at Mark’s, or running half-amile to Dick’s, mumbling “Mea
Culpa, Wanna fuck?” He’s closeted,
discreet-to-the-tee, is always
down and dirty for naughty-is-nice
equation. But night is tight,
and lies, besides, make better
bedmates than tears, truth, and
told-you-so’s. Maybe cross the bridge
over to Planet Romeo’s Mark’s,
ISO NSA, over 35 only, please. Or
write back Jesus from Adam-4Adam if he’s open to an oral-only
repeat. Oops. My bad. Jesus
is my broker. I meant Joshua,
ex-Mormon, now Catholic seriallydating five previously-married men.
Maybe YahooIM HowdyHowie instead,
perpetually looking for a suitable
Craigslist roommate with benefits,
Working professionals a plus. Maybe
go on a window-shopping
spree. Buy a bottle of half-chilled
cheap Chilean wine. Stop by
the pharmacy on the walk home and
check the alcohol content of
a hemorrhoidal pad. Might run into
Ted again, and again, might fall
in love with love at the wrong time.
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Maybe trim my pubes and go on Grindr
to say YES to a coffee con chit-chat
with the Latin-lingual attorney.
Maybe Google sui generis. Is it really,
as he says, the generic word for ME.
Maybe rearrange my studio, donate
part of my wall of future reading list
to crackheads. Maybe light a sage
for my broken-hearted saints, Feng
Shui the drawers of lube, tube
socks, jock straps, and neckties, and
reclassify my tray of condoms
according to taste rather than a USEBY date. Maybe time to accept poetry
is synonymous to, interchangeable
with, belongs in the same genus as
porn and poverty. Maybe now is apt
time to send David an e-note. D,
Thanks for the Tim Dlugos revival.
Then light that cigarette.
Tempt that bottle of rum.
Chillax. Slow down for jazz. Blast
“My Funny Valentine.” Might just do it.
That trick-of-a-devil called—can’t
say it, don’t want to spoil it.
Maybe spend the next hour, catching
up on the last days of Chet Baker
stoned in Amsterdam. Too
depressing, too demanding, too
vertigo-unfriendly. Maybe watch
the Autumn rioters around You
Tube’s world, or Skype to Nigeria
or Nicaragua and cam-to-cam
with a stranger in need of five
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thousand organ transplants. Or
for the OCD of it, click Like/Unlike . . .
Like/Unlike . . . Like/Unlike . . .
Until the screensaver takes over
to play with hide-and-seek with planets
and stars before changing them
into waves. Maybe best to stay put,
just stay still, stiller than still, my back
leaning against the chair of the moment,
and watch every probability dissolve
into the most beautiful empty spot,
while Nancy’s Japanese Spitz continue
chasing after the white fur of his tail.
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Call For Submission
When the editor asked me over dinner
to submit to his special “Sex” issue I almost
choked on fried Thai drumstick because
last tryst occurred in the dream basement
couple Freuds ago and refused to leave
rotting in memory until now pushing
itself for love of air attention and return
wow what a mess I made spilling expensive
wine I couldn’t even afford emptying
glass pitcher of water with lemon rinds
and seeds everywhere multiple runs-on one
or two second-rate metaphors building
up to some kind of Age-of-Renaissance
post-beheading banquet-style climax.
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Phillip B. Williams

Quiet, I Come Alive
I’ll be damned if the mucus lining in the belly
of my beast isn’t door and milk. Enter hunger
and the senses break quicker than a frameless
argument. I am air tethered to air, a letting go
by holding on. To say nothing nice
about forgiving and forgetting: both cast
shadows with their absence. I won’t misplace
the raven shawl you call your hair
or the vanquishing of your neck’s arc beneath
the black caw. Allow your tongue to praise
my sweat its rancor, its slide. Didn’t ask for
an emotive brow, for lips of red welts surfacing
like a bull’s head from a storm-whipped pen.
I am the belly of the beast and my need stinks
and moans in a cum-stained loveseat, is the hot
of two navels sipping thimblefuls of rum
from their shriveled cups of skin. I am the End
of Days humming “Let’s Stay Together” while you sleep.
I am quiet as it’s kept. I come alive in the dark.
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Albert Goldbarth

A Partial List of Unacknowledged
Sex
Well . . . pollen. Pollen, obviously
(which is not to say recognizably),
as we travel through a powerful
gold drift of the sex of flowers.
It’s like swimming through milt.
It’s like chaperoning the party of fifteen-year-old kids
whose bodies insist they’re ready for sex,
whose God and evolution and genome metronome
keep ticking sex-sex-sex, but no one, no one,
is allowed to admit this, everyone
text-messages or dances or sits uncomfortably
in a cloud of static sex electricity
so thick that a single errant loosed spark
from a carpet or petting the cat will make
the entire room into a bomb.
		

__________

Those burrs around your pants legs
or the hem of your skirt: it isn’t a secret
sex can be thorny and cling.
It isn’t immediately apparent
that the heaving slug
is two slugs; that the tiny sucked-out insect
in the larger insect’s jaws
is not just “food,” but also
the used-up male; or even that the plastic bathtub duck
Mike Coleman left in his garden pond
“so that the surface doesn’t completely ice over
in winter” was bobbing ferociously
[take closer look . . .] because a male frog
kept pounding his groin against it
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—certainly confused about the who of this,
but going very adroitly about the amphibious how.
		

__________

Some stories are funny, even the one that begins
with the woman one apartment over
screaming as if she’s being murdered; you can figure out
by the title of this poem what the police found.
Other stories . . . it was funny
when one of the fifteen-year-old girls stormed
out of that party, having lost at a round
of charades . . . her newfound talent
at exhibiting pique, so sweet and so cartoonish . . .
and not funny when she stepped (deliberately?
we’ll never know) in the path of a car . . .
in the grayish puddle of oil
and blood we could read the end of that story . . .
it turns out Sean from the high school football team
was part of the group she’d acted out
in front of, and lost in front of, and was
humiliated in front of . . . such an ugly example
of sex at work.
		

__________

Its absence can’t disqualify
its presence. So the bridge that spans the canyon
where a river was diverted, and thus carved
this slow gouge out of the planet . . . that bridge
in its vast accomplishment, and the fierce,
relentless zeal of that accomplishment . . .
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is sex. The row of imposing heads
of mountain goats that line the study’s wall,
the wall you first see when you enter the room . . .
is sex. Her ruthless scramble up the ladder
to the CEO position (the result of years of 24/7
machinating) . . . is sex. Whenever the high school
football team is playing crazy-hard,
a river is diverted . . . and it’s sex.
A river is diverted, and a canyon is gouged out,
and into it all of the wars of the world will fall
and pile up, and still there’s room for more and more
exploded sons and desecrated daughters,
more and more and more and more. It’s sex.
		

__________

And later that autumn, some of the fifteen-year-old
sons and daughters (a few sixteen by then) were sweet-talked
by a counselor into joining the “Teens and Abstinence” club
(although, as one opined, it might be “T and A” was not
a useful acronym), and so they took a pledge
to not have sex; and saw the pop-tune music video
To Not Have Sex; and read the books,
and moaned the prayers, and hiked, and biked,
to not have sex. And it was sex
and it was sex and it was sex and it was sex.
		

___________

We know that’s what it was in the flowers
of Georgia O’Keeffe; but try to tell me,
try to tell the genome of our species, that it wasn’t diverted
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into every fold of the rose
in that famous window at Chartres, as the building soars,
and our eyes soar with it, up to the glory of God.
And elsewhere, my friend Dora is eating out her lover
Rachel (why do guys get so turned on
at the mention of lesbian sex?), and Eddie and Dina
have put the kids to bed an hour early
by way of inserting a quickie
into their too-full schedule, and Dora
is lingering at the gateway and tapping to ask
for readmission with her tongue, and Annie and Frank
are in his mother’s ’97 Chevy skreeled over
into the wind-tossed shadows of Oak Hill Park,
and Dora the herd is running pell-mell now
through Rachel the open field, and Simone and Dante
are watching the instructional CD and lightly
stroking one another, lightly increasing the need,
increasing the need, they’ll scream for it
at the proper moment, they’ll kneel for it,
they’ll set their mouths to the fount, and Dora
is so far into repetitive pleasure that now it’s a wheel
endlessly turning, now it’s a mantra, Rachel
is floating outside of her body, Dora is a flame
is a sky is a place where all matter is born anew.
And this is spirituality.
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Gillian McCain

Lifetime on Demand
Face it, when I first came around you said
that I was a “bad influence,” a “bum,”
an ex-con who sold your son stolen meds
Re-named him Dog and taught him how to thumb
his nose, pick it, and piss on your flower
bed. Then Dog died—may he rest in peace
Now you want it from me every hour
Quote: battery-powered couldn’t compete
Who cares if your hair might appear “askew”
I’m a cock-powered super-sonic bastard
So suck my dick, babe, and enjoy the view
Fuck your eunuch husband—let’s get plastered
He walks in? Say I’m the new decorator
Then we’ll kill him—how’s that for closure
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Untitled
Her poems could only be described as sad
Iowa shit, not that I give a fuck
about credentials, but with work that bad
it must be hard to get past the “you suck”
I may only be the babysitter
but the bitch confides in me, capiche
and pays like shit, oh yeah, that chick is bitter
re the looks department, she’s no dish
plus her husband digs me, what a saint
doesn’t fuck the hired help as a rule
like whatever, I never meant to taint
her saintly reputation, or be cruel
but she should accept her limitations
& spare the world those crappy Sylvia Plath imitations

Anne Sexton
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Anne Sexton

The Fury of Cocks
There they are
drooping over the breakfast plates,
angel-like,
folding in their sad wing,
animal sad,
and only the night before
there they were
playing the banjo.
Once more the day’s light comes
with its immense sun,
its mother trucks,
its engines of amputation.
Whereas last night
the cock knew its way home,
as still as a hammer,
battering in with all
its awful power.
That theater.
Today it is tender,
a small bird,
as soft as a baby’s hand.
She is the house.
He is the steeple.
When they fuck they are God.
When break away they are God.
When they snore they are God.
In the morning they butter the toast.
They don’t say much.
They are still God.
All the cocks of the world are God,
blooming, blooming, blooming
into the sweet blood of a woman.
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Sarah Crossland

Blowjobs

after Charles Simic

I love blowjobs, unexpected
early morning blowjobs.
They arrive on a palanquin
of checkered boxers
accompanied by the applause
of an alarm clock.
The moment of central incisors
and bicuspids tucked back
in the pink sofa
of a curved lip—
one must think the tongue
is the last man alive,
scavenging for heat.
Outside the window the birds
walk the grass as if it is a harmonica.
The breaths you take
while swimming a channel,
how the tongue best urges
a portion of honey
off the back of a
stainless steel spoon,
the opposite of a whistle—
elsewhere, a lone woman
takes a sip from a cold
cup of lemonade,
melancholy
passing another round
of green thread
through its little loom.
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If you ask a man as he is dying
at the age of 73, he will tell you
a blowjob and a medium flank,
the oxygen ghosting,
clouding and tubing.
He will say one last time
if you please.
The great philosopher
Nathan DeGraaf wrote,
A girl I dated named Mindy
once sucked me off for two hours
while it snowed on us
in a West St Louis park.
Hats off to you Mindy.
I am sorry for the woman
who white-dresses
her way through summer,
for the girl who does not suggest
this as the true process
for turning tin to gold.
O the slide of a human
metronome, the tick tock back
and forth. While astronauts
rocket their way through nude
morning, in the homes
of so many a guided missile
makes its landing.
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They give each mouth
its true shape, its joy:
I will create a glassless
window with my kiss and tip
my chin down and with it
hide the long pale skin
of my neck.
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Kacee Belcher

From the Men’s Room
I wasn’t concerned that I was kneeling in urine. I wasn’t concerned where your
cock might have been. I wasn’t concerned about whether you’d shaved your
balls. I wasn’t concerned that I didn’t know your name. I wasn’t concerned if you
wanted me to stick my finger in your ass. I wasn’t concerned that you might have
the herpes. I wasn’t concerned with your wardrobe. I wasn’t concerned that I’d
just met you. I wasn’t concerned you revived my inner skank. I wasn’t concerned
that you hadn’t bought me a drink. I wasn’t concerned that my eyes watered when
you smacked my forehead against your abs. I wasn’t concerned that your cock was
passed the point of deep throat. I wasn’t concerned that the door didn’t lock. I
wasn’t concerned with the color of your eyes. I wasn’t concerned when you asked
if you could go down on me. I wasn’t concerned that I was more turned on by the
conquest than the payoff. I wasn’t concerned about lockjaw. I wasn’t concerned
that you were my main supply of protein for the night. I wasn’t concerned that I
might be contracting throat gonorrhea. I wasn’t concerned that I might wind up
with random cock mono. I wasn’t concerned when I walked out the door, past all
the men waiting in line.
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Angela Veronica Wong

Elsa, When You Die Your Hands
Blacken
after Francesca Woodman; for Mark Lamoureux

Elsa, vulvas are grotesques they are
large a sin of flesh. Elsa, Elsa has
no breasts she has a hole. Elsa comes out
of walls like a hole. She comes out of
fireplaces. She comes from behind
wallpaper. She comes from inside the shelf.
She peels her name. Elsa is often
positioned above doorways or hallways.
She is found all over Europe. Elsa,
when you die your hands blacken they get
swollen they turn black. When I wake my hand
is down my pants I am sorry it is
dark I can’t stop I don’t even feel like
a real person anymore I’m a fool.
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Elsa You Can Trust Me I Won’t Tell
a Thing
Elsa’s throat is to the stars. If she’d been
a cow a man would draw a knife across
her carotid as she hung upside down
her blood would be baby’s breath across the
cement floor. But she is a woman so
she is a Maenad has orgies in woods
tears heads off lions eats human livers.
See back then ballets and plays evoked
mythologies were used as parables
parallel to real life the next day the
court would be all whispers. But Elsa you
can trust me I won’t tell a thing can I
trust you Elsa the court poet is too
clever right Elsa poets know too much.
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Michael Robins

As Light Enters & Registers
Mondays are thick, hazed, man-made
& terrible. To think Mondays are sex
without any, eighth day without stairs,
railing or cinch. I held a ledge, words
I couldn’t use until a month like June,
my fingers amusing Monday’s thighs
& reveling, debating, marking ballots
if life is better living or looking good,
if good parenting wants more than I do
sex. I once-upon-a-time comparisons,
believe animals see a snubbed advance
with less clarity or more, completely
& half-heartedly. I ease last couplings
down, stuck in an elevator on Monday
recounting who once slept with whom
& whispered farewell to favorite days.
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Organ Music in Beverly Hills
Breaking news was the gray on gray
pairing of wing & horizon. I mean,
like every hurricane, names attach
themselves to a penis. Personified,
not any one thing equals happiness,
equates promise of men’s apparel
or a washrag tied over for decency.
A penis is better left alone, meaning
some are awkward larks, their rise
no less amazing than a weeping girl.
Ideas whirl days & meet me. I didn’t
write it down, mindless as an organ
drifting. Reminisce, someone said.
Another asked, Are you able to find
everything okay? We have an event
& you’re welcome to stay until then.
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Summoning the Summer of ‘77
Early memory & its transcription
emerge like secrets from a pond.
Or white flowers & resemblances
of music piped to frenzy, sandbags
along the shores of a rising dread.
Back to his place in separate cabs,
lapping each other’s faces & doing
so swiftly, intensely like Wagner
& wrung clean.
A likeness passes,
sways goodbye aboard the seesaw
toward different seeing altogether.
Like a flourish of branches backing
down a throat, like a vast audition.
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Kimiko Hahn

Sonnet after #8
Why can’t I leave the flesh alone to be a body? Or picture that he will not leave
me, thus, alone? And if allowed, are those drawn stretches so marked beneath a
smirk then to be powdered and oiled so he’ll abide by our same, drawn, nuptial
bed? I flex the facial muscles tight as kegels, purchase silk so he may find apt
purchase on this mattress rather than nubile mistress: can the hideous surface,
well hidden, still inspire to knot what still is sweet yet now appears, outside,
to rot?
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Sonnet after #12
When ice slats crowd the salty flow by the beach’s occasional dogwood; when
those same branches appear to bud but clench once more in sudden drop; when
that second frost melts in seductive sun until the season insists on its arctic
stream—even in the same brilliant noon across park or field or kitchen; then I’ll
see how increasingly we creak, brusque in brisk weather that weathers also spirit.
Alas! you only met my late-summer and nothing can be retrieved from along the
shore save branches themselves, to force a last bloom atop the bedside armoire.
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Margot Pappas

Baker in His Soft Black Boots
For the ladies, he said
he had better
make like this
seventies whore.
In chains
and gold chest hair.
In St. Petersburg apartments
and vodka-shot kiosks.
The excess
slapped together.
Fat dough,
chilled marble.
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The World of Girls
I thought, Go back to your wife.
I am going to my room.
It felt like flirting
with grief, going to sleep.
In the morning, I did not feel
like taking vitamins.
In the shower, I could not feel
if I loved my body.
It did not seem the gold bar
it used to be.
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Nora Hickey

First Crush: Jane Austen
I think she smells of chrysanthemum—
smells like
nothing
I think her hands are small
striated
Fingers made of caterpillar eggs
She makes me look at her face—
the landscape:
lines hatch, skin pale-pocked
molting
She asks where does my head belong? and eyes the barn
Like a blindfold, her right hand covers
my left, the one I’m
shining under the table
No blood
drawn here, no metamorphosis
under her petticoats.
Her head is a different elevation—her mind is in chrysalis.
She pulls my head—straight—
makes me look at the horizon:
when she speaks next
even her mouthparts are different.
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Robert Siek

Front Seat to Carpet
I pull a dried glob of K-Y from my finger,
unwanted evidence of an unused bottle.
It sticks and stretches as I wipe it
on a torn-open condom wrapper,
like smearing snot under the passenger’s seat
over chewed-off fingernails on the floor mat,
waiting to be vacuumed.
It’s more passionate than singing top-40 hits
during Sunday afternoon drives. I slide an index finger
up my ass, kneeling in front of him while jerking him off
over a lubricated Trojan.
I ask him if he wants to try again,
forcing a second finger inside, knuckle deep.
He comments on the tightness of my hole
and seems harder than before.
I stare at his covered erection, the proud penis
I played with two nights earlier, desiring to fuck him
bareback—no condom at all—but fearing his reaction.
I say, “let’s try again,” then spin around,
still on my knees, like kneeling on cardboard,
placing a flat tire behind me while reaching for the spare.
It’s more exciting than pulling over on a highway shoulder,
humming show tunes late on a Saturday night.
Hunched over on all fours, I lead him toward me
in the dark of my living room; blue light flashes
from the TV set, I feel him push in.
I rub my slicked hands together, trying to soak the lube up
like hand cream on saturated palms. I masturbate,
using the excess, while he gains ground inside, his balls
touching mine. My exhales become pants, smokers
running in a park Monday mornings, walking dogs,
worrying about car repairs, and recalling prices at the car wash
on the highway. The ceiling fan clicks like an exhaust leak
or a damaged muffler, busted on a man hole somewhere in Astoria.
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And I’m ready to shoot on the already-stained carpet, staring at spots
that remind me of crime scenes in murder mysteries.
No plans to recarpet, I cup my hand attempting to catch
the bulk of it. He slams deeper, muttering how good it feels,
and I stop masturbating, planning to save it for another night
facedown in the carpet, hoping for more.
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Steve Henry

At the First Appointment
bottomless, draped with a sheet
she says, “that high strung bitch
is going to stick a cold speculum
up my vag, and when she does
I just might pee on her face.”
I kiss her on the forehead,
and she responds, “seriously,
I have to pee.” Cold pressure,
and I cross my legs to hide
the swell in my jeans
as Valery penetrates my wife.
“I never use the kleenex
because I am so pissed off I just
rub it all up on their sheets.”
She sees my furrowed brow,
“are you glad you’re sharing this
with me?” Not at all.
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Scott Keeney

Madison Carlike in Bed
I want you like Jesus wants us all
to believe. When I grab your balls
it’s like Things To Do in New York City.
Touch me like Bambi, touch me
like Dancer in the Dark. Get me hot
like a halter top, wet like a shark.
Flick me like a cigarette, slap
my ass like the shore till I moan
like Lou Reed I can’t stand it anymore.
Harder than diamond, faster than light—
take me like a napkin, break me
like night. Move me like a compass,
dismiss me like class. Give it to me
like cancer. Make me come like Christ.
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Gordon Massman

***

Whiplash binds Fenwick to railroad track, ground rumbles, train, shuddering,
approaches, collapses time, Whiplash twists mustachios, Fenwick wriggles,
shrieks, secretly oozes something wonderful, Whiplash, humpbacked,
squash-headed, fiendishly rubs hands, bulges pants, draping rails
Fenwick’s thick strawberry locks, apron thigh-hiked, wide brassiere, puffclouds stack like dishes, shrill-like Kestrel, sinister giggles, from nowhere
suddenly appears riding backward on Horse Do-Right, prominent jaw,
uniform, creased white hat, dismounts in dust wisp, unties ten-handed
death-knot, Do-Right! Nell shouts, don’t you fucking get it, moron!
idiot! sex-game, sado-masochism, I permit it, exciting, exhilarating, erotic,
always snatches me fibrillating last-millimeter, hauls to mill, fucks me
silly, but you miscalculating blockhead invariably intervene, ruin, stick
to headquarters stupid Mountie in your boredom chair, I crave precipice,
danger, deviance, sure, I look virginal but beware perfect packages,
he beats me and I like it, I fume but crave his whips, while bled white
baby-veal you in this Canadian hellhole embody squeamish considerateness, lip balm, Milquetoast conformity, Home Sweet Home
Whitman sampler, good god in house slippers I rot of tedium, thong
panties underneath granny gown Nell lashed to log churns toward
ripsaw, screams, God O God! save! rescue! Whiplash salivates, again
bulges, Nell from ecstasy-crease slippery-secretes, saw rages, blade
smokes, voltage surges, sequestered mill filled with burnt log pieces,
chains, pulp hooks, swinging tongs, winch straps, wood chipper, legs
spread tight, disk bears down on Fenwick’s gash, pressure, sweat,
erect nipples, fantastic oblivion, Nell’s brain malfunctions, sheer
hormones, Snidley, crazed, envisions desperation-sex, locked and
panting, snail-trail spit across naked shoulder, tanned hard pectoral,
seldom seen his ripped physique, just before blade vivisects poor
baby Dudley outleaps sex-primed Snidely by a split, scoops her
onto Horse, god dammed disgustingly faithful wrong-headed lunatic
interjecting erroneous assumption always and once again, cuffing
Snidely after roughing him up, oh Nell, Darling Princess, Precious
One, yes, and his mesmerizing underappreciated horse Horse, Jesus
fuck! she screams, I just want some whisky and a good old fashioned
masochistic strapping, Dudley, Dudley, oh Dudley, get out my life.
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***

Goat feces, locust blood, tortoise urine infest Jesus’s toe nails, that
staff-wielding idiot in love and lust with his lunatic fleece-flock and
dangling circumcision, Mary grinding wash over rock, cocks and
robes, I mean God damn, nutcase central, eyelash dust, poverty,
vultures, mud cakes, scorpion stinging sand creatures, side-winder
snakes, holy shit! and this filthy-footed megalomaniac spouting
euphemisms at the starving, big stir, neon nipples, every-one
tenderized and horrified by death into superstition, our Boy an
opportunist charismatic hawking hut-to-hut a sort of biblical
World Book and inspiring mass hysteria, what the hell, defying
physical law and the hot smite of entropy, Jeptha, Abidah, and
Zadoc trading ploughshares for hallucinations, fear makes lovers
of us all, I love God through fear of meaninglessness, sterility,
extinction, impoverishment brushed off like sand stuck to flesh,
I devoted unswerving supplicant, let us pray, I am unafraid,
shadow and valley, hurricane, muddy bottom, Jesus’s fingernails grimy with chaff, goat oil, vagina juice, King of Jews, and
I among the soldiers, chewing Double Bubble, who nailed Him
up, echoing hammer-blows of warped devotion, smoke rising,
women wailing, the whole megillah, fornicators, pretzel vendors, glo-whips, braid of blood, and I forty generations later
still a human love machine muffled, throbbing, soft, satiated.
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***

Galloped in pushing aside rivals, snatched bride, declared
deathlessness, breathlessness, magnificence, gaiety, infamy,
delirium, satisfaction, swathed through drooling idiots in
doublets, pantaloons praising buttocks and loins like a
venerable butcher, swept her onto bituminous black pig
small as a flea after leaping into clouds squealing, squiggling,
“beloved,” I shrieked, core and fornication, as my drawbridge thudded on a bloodbath of lunatics slashing into
wet sandwiches and pickles, for my fabulous sky mansion,
she resembled Phyllis Diller and Imogene Coca with a dime
store wig, blindness is thy stout, and took her forthwith
to lair to lay in hair and amaryllis crotch, to die in dissolving particles and specks, white Towncraft, mine, hers
Hanes boxer tops, and a little black waterfall bra toppled
like a clot, yet the day’s high strain of whipping and
slaughter closed my eyes into red-gold veins of statues
and monuments but she was my accomplished fact
wheezing like a duchess and so I waked protesting all
manner of things, forthrightness, honesty, nobility, peace,
spiked knuckles against malefactors, majesty, I cracked
walnuts, Macadamias, and a seashell of iced butter all
slid to her nose on a lapis lazuli tray, she squeaked and
rolled over and I slurped the dreary seashell of butter
slicked on three fingers, mouth, and both lobes, it being
a treacherous hospital stretcher, or rather a pillow-top
California king cloud upon which we alternately flooded
and supped, she slivered foot nails, consumed raw beets,
squatted in garden, did the funky chicken, blindness is
thy meat, thy mead, thy sleet, emitted from chest pink
valentine hearts, apricot juice, flocks of white geese,
blacksmith mallet pounding, my Federal Express top flight
Nefertiti, God my witness, my absolution ratchet, let there
be lumens . . . I split the swarm interrupting the sting and
swept her away on my flea called Horse, kiss her and kiss
her in my cloud-high bower, that has made all the difference.
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***

She receives another lover, he plows her, she opens thighs,
they fornicate in clandestine places, philosophically different
like divergent postulations, testicles bang buttocks, afternoon, morning, “doctor appointment,” she announced,
“client powwow,” he informed, interpenetrate, lock together,
reproductive odors, pelvic bone tango, he shoves deep in
cleft, little difference between genitalia, shaft undergirds
both, her erection buried, his external, both stiff, she
who vowed faithfulness sucks his urgent sticky member,
heavenly, dizzying, performed on bed or floor or both
within protective cover, he vibrates like a struck cymbal,
thick girth, the hotter they fuck the more raked my gut,
raw as burn slashed by sirocco, she digs nails into ass to
pull him deeper and I conjure theory of natural selection,
city disgorges few secrets, insulation muffles sexual
groans, above the roof an indifferent moon, they smoke
marijuana to intensify pleasure, smeared perception
increases thrill, strange rooms, new approval, novel
moves, carnality is all, clitoris, penis, friction, possession,
addiction to rushed dopamine, risk, naughtiness, panties
and hair, straps and nipples, zippers and package, cool
fingers wrapping swollen shaft, who wouldn’t destroy
a mate for this momentary oblivion and devastation.
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Christine Heppermann

Local Girl Makes Good
I agree with Susie Bright who said
the first time she used a vibrator was like
getting out of the world’s worst small town.
Sure, I loved the tuna melts at Betsy’s Diner,
where I worked two summers in a row,
dosing Grandma’s friends with Sanka,
chattering through a husband’s palsied
pinch. Jed would pick me up and promise
this time we’d make it to the movies.
But we always stopped to drink with
everyone else in the Knights of Columbus
parking lot, the guys comparing
carburetors
as if their Chevys were going farther
than the end of County Road C.
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Craig Cotter

Curtis
1
Archetypal twink,
19, 5-8, 130,
black hair, brown eyes,
emo wardrobe
today in tight
checked knit pants,
Chuck Taylors,
dark t-shirt
I didn’t read
as was looking at his
full lips, acne,
white teeth, sharp and
pleasant features.
2
I measure twinks
with numbers and scent.
Like Curtis could move
from archetype to reject
if the important areas
(ass, pits, crotch, feet)
don’t smell right.
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I heard a twink
lecture my obsession
a problem
with brain wiring.
As if I have wires.
3
Davin laughed
disdainfully
at the O’Hara quote
about vodka and mystery,
“What does that mean?”
4
Buy whores, travel and buy whores.
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Stephen Gibson

Goat
“Miller’s Tale”: Alison mocks a midnight suitor: when she sticks
her buttocks out of a window, he thinks he’s kissing a goat.
In the original Mondo Cane, a Laplander woman sucks a reindeer;
in subsequent knock-offs meant only to be shocking, it’s a goat.
Paglia’s Sexual Personae: illustration of man holding another’s
legs in the air: nothing can equal his pleasure, nothing: it’s a goat.
In “Reading Gaol,” Oscar Wilde knows he must write his mea culpa;
if he expects to get out, he better sing: the queer as scapegoat.
Once solely for dignitaries: a special room in Naples’ National Museum.
Now open to the public: Roman statue of Pan fucking a she-goat.
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Lois Marie Harrod

How Did Dinosaurs Have Sex?
Like great astrological events
in a sixth-grade dream
Uranus aligns with Jupiter
to spawn meteors and moons.
Or just a cloaca for the necessary
comings-and-goings, a squirt affair—
for dinosaurs, like many birds,
probably did not have penises—
just spurted off in the right direction.
Ah, the problems of ejaculation
when the dominant species weighs tons and tons.
My twelve-year-old son wants to know
if they floated on the lake or lay face to face?
Perhaps on their sides, I say,
so those great protective plates
couldn’t come between.
Let’s imagine it as the union
of a morbidly obese medieval knight
with a two-ton Valkyrie, and we understand
what chain mail does to intimacy—
the complaint, I explain, of body builders,
so much armor between it and it.
He doesn’t blush and I continue
the sex lesson for the day.
Except for the problem of propagation,
the mechanics is not important.
It’s the foreplay, the strut and posture
along the Jurassic shore
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to secure the dinosaur race
which, alas, didn’t make it
as we may not either.
Do be careful.
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Stacey Waite

The Clownfish
How they change is a mystery,
and takes only a few hours,
shimmering with color against
the backdrop of the coral reef,
hiding in crevices for safety.
Sometimes from male to female,
sometimes female to male,
sometimes spending their clownfish lives as neither gender,
sometimes as hybrid, as both.
The scientists call it “sexual
plasticity.” The scientists say
the clownfish and their ray-finned
friends change their genders
to maximize fertility. But
fuck the scientists. They’re clownfish after all, making gender
into their honking rubber noses.
Perhaps their genders are a thousand
clowns emptying out of a clown car.
Perhaps it’s all for a great laugh,
or a great grief, or great love.
But make no mistake, the scientists
would like to stop them. One fish
gender specialist in New Hampshire
has been trying for years to stop
the black sea bass from going
through their FTM sex changes.
He wants “more successful breeding.”
But the fish won’t quit. And “it just gets
worse in captivity,” he says, leaning
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against the tank in his lab coat.
It’s clear he’s grown fond of them,
the sea bass pressing their spongy
bodies against the glass, pushing at
the boundary between the water
and the threat of the open air.
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George Kalamaras

The Humid Quivering Climates of
Love
Okay, the juice was both more sweet and warm because it came from you.
Yes, the taste was exotic, the wounded part of the fruit.
I went down on one knee and examined the coin that had fallen.
It suggested broken lines, revealing the salt flats of my heart.
Hand me the I Ching and let me catch up on my Chinese, straddling back my
thought.
Anything recursive is worth its fate in mold.
Glittering allergenic prognosis.
You say the tests reveal I have two hearts, three kidneys, and a functional
eggplant somehow cleansing my blood?
When I looked up from the log I had been keeping, I discovered I had grown a
beard.
I asked you to raise your arm and reveal the smooth that most excites my
tongue.
Yes, there were diseases to be had in the humid quivering climates of love.
But I went on undeterred, exploring the silk the salt where I knew I could find
all I had lost, right there in the barely visible stubble and in the midst of
the moist—in the saddest joys of toughenings torn from the tongue.
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Harsher Than Delvaux
You examine me as if touching will never be enough.
You imply that I must enter you from behind while you watch in the mirror.
Wait. No. Listen.
The bathroom light is harsher than Delvaux’s forest lamps.
I have come on my knees to taste the nightshade of your green peppers.
I mean green peppers—not the metaphorical imprint of your sexual girth.
I can’t help but attract the light.
I am tired of all the small deaths the centipede expels one leg at a time.
If we traded 100 passports we might find our way into separate milk canisters.
If we nailed the road kill to the wall, I could never again drink possum milk
on my cornflakes.
The very hood of the bathroom sink makes us both lay across a trembling
death.
Look at me without the mirror, and tell me I’m inside you. Tell me what of
you my moaning most reflects.
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Lending You Your Scent
Do you recall my shaved leg, my prayer beads made of apricot pits?
Do you recall the way our breasts touched, that lifetime, and how we brought
the dark tulip?
I have been crying Mexican sombrero as long as I could survive.
I have tossed the baby out with the I Ching coins onto the table.
The other one, the one who is not Vallejo’s spleen.
Ask her if it is sweeter to eat yourself out from inside the dead bees of a star.
That one, the one in the wall grate, is tinier than the bone-chipped wrist.
Insure us both for maximum coverage and then undress my sad.
If you lend me your tongue, I will grant it a bath of hands.
I will add it to my collection of honey-hungry moths.
How many births did you recall as she spread you her legs, lending you your
scent?
I will be with you, now and always, even unto the end of our sex.
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Sandra Kohler

At the Core

for Walt, on our thirty-first anniversary
i.

In an airport, waiting, music in
the distance: an old ballad, “Falling
in Love with You.” My husband’s
in love with me—he’s discovered
this at 79. He brings me a cup of
airport coffee, we sit in an island
of silence in the stream of overheard
conversations, announcements,
disjointed fragments of others’
lives. The coffee’s good—
strong and hot. Surprising
as love in old age.

ii.
When a man I had a crush on years ago,
a famous writer, puts an arm around me
at a party, pulls me to him with a “Hey,
good-looking,” says he loves hearing about
my crush, the moment’s delightful, not
earthshaking. What shakes the earth is
the love poem of my husband kneeling
to pull on my boots winter days after
my leg’s been gouged for a biopsy,
his changing the dressing for weeks,
seeing/not seeing the raw scar, its
thick black stitches like a baseball’s
seaming the back of my thigh.
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iii.
We come home from wintry cold
to the garden’s new greens, all the
different shades of color, forms.
Two women walk down the alley below
the garden, moving fast; one wears red,
the other pale green. I’m tired this morning:
too much wine, too little sleep, the surprise
of lovemaking. I wake with sour breath,
tasting my body’s age. Morning’s glass is
half full, half empty. Worrying about Walt,
his fatigue, persistent, nagging. The sense
of slow change, unconscious acquiescence
in the body’s imperatives, the processes
of time. Entropy. Still desire, recalled,
rises in my breasts, belly, vulva, waves
of it. The stirring is joy.

iv.
Yesterday in the rain I plant a lupine,
transplant clematis. If I can finish mulching
today I’ll be satisfied. What a strange
place in my life I’m at: the day, every
day, shot through with pleasure, joy,
gratified desire: work and love. The world
around me brutal, chaotic, unjust, terrifying:
so much pain, alienation even in the lives
of those I love, am close to. Loss, tenuous
health, aging, mortality. The memory of
pain. The pain of memories. Yet daily
pleasure. Satisfied?
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v.
Last night, making love, when
Walt turns me over to caress me
from behind, I freeze for a minute
thinking of the angry scar on the back
of my right thigh, imagining him repelled
by it. It’s harder and harder to see
my body as desirable, even to see it
as myself. Looking at my legs in
a mirror, I see the skin has loosened,
stretched, become a garment
that doesn’t fit me.
I’ve nothing else to wear.

vi.
Love’s body, love’s bawdy. Walt
tells me before we make love that he’s
in the kitchen, making coffee, thinking
here I am, seventy-nine years old, looking
forward to how we’ll stroke, kiss, tongue
each other’s bodies. After, in bed, I’m
surprised at the old story’s repeated delights.
Why am I still responsive? Hot flashes for
a decade, but I’m moist, orgasmic. For
a Father’s Day gift, I bring Walt dinner
in bed as he asks, wearing an apron,
nothing else. Eros and gourmandise
both succumb to laughter.
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vii.
Are we our bodies? My husband’s
body gnarled, thickened with
subcutaneous fatty tumors, his skin
paper-thin, abrading; my skin loose,
engraved with lines, scars, my hair
thinning, the old woman’s scalp
beginning to show,
incipient skull.
My husband loves me with
his whole body; memory and
desire light up sections of our brains,
live in the cells of our bodies. We
are old, we are tired, marred by
the blows of age, we are loving and
loved, lover and beloved, we are
more consciously happy than ever
in our lives. How did we come
to this garden of delight which
is dying as we enjoy it?

viii.
I am illuminated this morning by
something pervasive as the sunlight
flowering through multitudinous fine
veils of cumulostratus, layered April
sky. I can’t get over how green it is.
Everywhere spring flourishes: lilac
and morning glory are weeds in my
garden, ineradicable, lamb’s quarters,
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marsh marigold, wild strawberry,
cowslip, dandelions, nameless others,
large-leafed, tiny-flowered, invasive,
insistent. Pervasive as happiness
referred, as pain is referred from
a knee to a foot, from some
deep place in us satisfied
by love, a happiness
at the core, radiating.
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Denise Levertov

A Psalm Praising the Hair of Man’s
Body
My great brother
Lord of the Song
wears the ruff of
forest bear.
Husband, thy fleece of silk is black,
a black adornment;
lies so close to the turns of the flesh,
burns my palm-stroke.
My great brother
Lord of the Song
wears the ruff of
forest bear.
Strong legs of our son are dusted
		 dark with hair.
Told of long roads,
we know his stride.
My great brother
Lord of the Song
wears the ruff of
forest bear.
Hair of man, man-hair, hair of
breast and groin, marking contour as
silverpoint marks in crosshatching, as rivergrass on the woven current
indicates ripple,
praise.
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RJ Gibson

You Could Learn a Lot
Travis’ collection of NOVA Studio bareback shorts is no shrine.
His veneration is not so static.
He praises the actors, the lack of synchronized sound, “They’re brilliant,
The last porn gasp of the average man. Who cares
about scripts? They’re not really actors—
that’s not what we’re after. They’re enthusiastic and some
are premature ejaculators.” He loves them by name:
Lee, Kip, Frank, and Brian, he talks as if he knows them.
And in some way there is an intimacy.
As far as the visual goes, it’s nice knowing
what someone’s body does in its throes.
And since we’re men we like the visual. But isn’t it gross, wanking
to men who might be dead? “You don’t know if they’re dead or what
they died of.” He speeds
through this loop called TubTricks to a scene of Frank Evans
doing some blond in a shower. He pauses it, has me look
at their expressions, the commitment of their bodies. “It’s hot,”
he says, “no different than guys who lust for Marilyn Monroe
or someone else.” And what he doesn’t say:
Don’t, RJ, insist it is. “If they’re dead, how they died,
it doesn’t really matter. Some are dead, I know.
But some retired from real estate or running bistros.
They’ve got kids, grandkids, divorces. But they were pretty.
They’re still worth watching.
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The Victorians all kept pictures
of dead kids and relatives. They believed in keeping their dead
close at hand.” He stops to mime a handjob, laughs,
finds this fusion clever.
“You could learn a lot from them,
they found some comfort in their dead, forcing that mortality
upon themselves.” He points back to the screen, “I love
his hairy stomach. His little nipples. We’re going to die.
That’s all there is. But we handle it
differently. The Greeks and Romans left food, spilled wine,
they believed in tributes. So do I.
For twenty minutes, each time I watch, they’re still alive.”
He looks back at the screen, rubs his thumb on the remote.
“The guy who directed these was a master of forced perspective.
He picked short men, so their dicks looked bigger.”
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Profile Pictures
Intimate close-ups are one thing. I love each pic of an unusual dick.
But one where your arm’s draped across the shoulders of a gravestone?
That’s another. Not totally inappropriate, I reckon.
Some suspect sex=death; some know no more French than le petit mort,
that little death that drives so many to theirs; some believe we look best smiling
into the sun: light washing out what’s hated about our faces—
mistake this gentle obliteration for radiance.
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Kathleen Rooney & Elisa Gabbert

Handsome Strangers
Let’s keep what we do in bed a secret—I mean, from each other
If you eat crackers in bed, you’re the gal for me
You will meet an important stranger . . . in bed
I have to be in bed by ten at the latest, but that bed can be in a sleazy motel for a
one-night stand
In life, I aim to be compassionate and forthright; in bed, I aim to be entertaining
with a hint of scary
Networking for the sake of networking, in bed or out, is a skill and compunction I
regrettably lack
When mixing drinks, I like to say, “Stand back—I’m going to use science”; when in
bed, I like to say, “Come close—I’m going to use science”
Sorry I missed your opening; I was lying in bed making faces from the spots on the
ceiling
I want to die in bed but not in my sleep
The party doesn’t stop in bed
I can’t believe no one has mentioned that the elite are in bed with the Illuminati
I can’t believe no one told me the word was “embedded,” not “in-bedded” as I’d
been pronouncing it since I was a kid
I sleep on the floor to commune with the earth; I can’t hear the flowers grow in
bed
Nature magazines are the only kind I read; I never bother with ones that have
articles like “7 Signs He’ll Be Good in Bed”
He displayed 5 of the 7 signs he’d be good in bed, but wow was he lousy in bed
The types of lamps one finds in bedrooms effectively set a mood, but aren’t much
help when one is looking for a dropped contact lens
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The first syllable in “bedraggled” is be-, not bed-, but it is something that happens
to you in bed
Reading in bed, I’ve been immersed in some excellent books, but my real life sucks
In Bedlam one Sunday I wished for a different kind of life
But just as rules are made to be broken, dreams are made to be crushed in bed
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Jeffery Berg

Manager of the Gap
Yesterday, I spritzed the store with Heaven.
I spearheaded the team spirit meeting.
I asked Zone 2 to fold, fluff, finesse the new shipment.
When an old employee came in, I hid in the back.
I knew if he saw me, he would ask, “You’re still here?”
I sat my break out in my Cabriolet in the desolate parking lot,
doing the pale spots of my face with bronzer.
In the rearview glass, I saw a hideous puppet, I saw
a pretty face and then I looked down
at the crumpled Arby’s bags around my brown boots.
In the food court, I asked four dour-faced interviewees
to peruse the lookbook. I told them our looks
are frequently on TRL. They struggled to answer
what it means to be “fashion forward.”
I decided none would do. Though later that night,
I called the skinny, bushy-haired nervous one
in a white button-down with a collar marred
by yellowing sweat stains and I asked if he wanted company.
In the gray morning light I want to ask,
“You’re still here?” as he wakes up, thinking he has me figured—
sober and staring, a bit bewildered at my bedroom
wallpapered with Gap bags: navy paper ones
from the 90s—sun-faded—silver plastic ones with drawstrings.
There is serenity in them, a sense of company.
This one, I sense I’ll never see again,
the sour scent of his underarms on my pillowcase.
A few years from now, my Gap will close,
gutted for a cell phone store. For now,
I am watching this boy rise from my bed,
saying nothing. And as he stands
to stare at those bags, I stare for as long as I can
at his back—milky and freckled—
before he puts his shirt back on.
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Lust Unearthed
Is the title of Tom’s book
of vintage erotic drawings.
He has a slideshow for the gallery members:
a crowd of bald crowns, some
with lesions. We gaze at a collection
of a dead costume designer.
Here is the slide
that stops our breath.
Two men on a bed
under a sign which reads
Home Sweet Home. From the hairstyles,
Tom guesses it’s from the Fifties.
One man wears a striped pajama top,
the other, the matching striped bottom pulled
just below the buttocks. Tom says he wonders
if the artist had just seen Doris Day
in The Pajama Game. A strand of hair
drifts into the projector.
It could be pubic. I wonder
if I’m the only one noticing it
on the screen, curled
under the couple’s bed. Anonymous
is dead. I just know it.
Never going to find Home Sweet Home
in a book. Or on a slide
adorned with human hair.
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The Fleas
Her house is being bombed for fleas.
She lays on the lawn with me, her pink skirt cut at the knee,
red heels, white tank top, eyes black
with make-up. On the gravel driveway, a truck:
Pestbusters. I rub an ice cube
on her sunburnt chest. She throws her head back, coos,
Oh, yeah, Corbett, that feels so good.
I ask, Do you want to go to the woods?
Touching my lip, she says, I’m not in the mood.
Between my fingers, the ice melts.
She flicks her cig in the grass, undoes my belt.
I mean, she whispers, I like it here.
A few fleas jump around in her blonde hair
spread on the grass. I brush the fleas
with my wet hand. I unbutton her jeans.
She unbuttons mine. I go inside
thinking of sucking things: ticks in the pines,
mosquitoes, chigger bites on panty lines.
A year ago her husband left her.
He glares with her in a brass framed picture
I found last night, under her bed.
Carpet coated with fleas filled with our blood,
his blood. The blood of her six cats.
I wanted to break the picture, bleed on glass.
Now, I come, I say, you’re all mine.
I fall on her body. She stares at the sky.
In white, pyrethrin fog, all the fleas die.
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Kate Angus

I Was Given a Tiny Dragon
folded from gold foil—origami; gift from a barkeep
who looked like a secret wizard, beard a long gray dirty river.
Of the two German words I know
wizard is one (Hexenmeister); the other signifies
a process carried out in imagination only
(Gedankenexperiment) rather
than performed in the real world.
Oh, the infinite
number of times
I have closed my eyes
to unbutton your shirt, sliding
each little disc free from its hole
as deliberately as letting
a river swallow
tossed stones. So many things
I would put in a box labeled
what I want to do to you: what it is like to be hungry
and open the door
to a dark room filled entirely with apples.
Through the window, slice
of the cold moon.
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Kate Sontag

Cherry Tomatoes by Moonlight
Skintight virgins in a rush
their red on red sashay
through vines, so plush
their seeds and flesh
all bite-size blush
your very own stash
ripening in the raw, oh lush
that you are for a good flourish
of bursting and crush.
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Sandy Berrigan

Bring on the Rain
I will go out and shout at the weather.
“Rain, bring on the rain” I cry to the moon.
The moon is nowhere to be seen. The light
above my cabin is from within my cabin.
In ancient China the right people fucking
brought on the rain.
You and I might be the right people, but I
am waiting till April.
I said, “It rained this afternoon.”
You said, “It was only a sprinkle.”
If they will pay me I too will
fuck the right one to make rain.
According to the Daoists there is more than one way to moisten the bed.
It begins and ends in the same place.
I heard the frogs croak in the pond now.
How little water to make an oasis.
It must last year after year
or the desert takes over.
I will sleep dry tonight.
Nothing happening in this
self-imposed solitary confinement.
A moon dripping with raindrops
out my window.
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Maureen Seaton

Muscley maids make me a garden
with a shady seat and honeysuckle
and when they’re done they tenderly
hand me
a bag of screws, and I think of you whereever you are, go inside, and conjure sex.
Who thought up the word masturbation,
anyway? That pounding “b”: Say it over
and over and you could end up where
the sun don’t shine (they say). That shady seat
with its leftover screws really got to me,
and don’t get me started on the honeysuckle
that cloys good just like the honeysuckle
of my youth, which, like yours, masturbated
to where it is now (old honey). Watch me
dance around to Nouvelle Vague, made over
into someone you’d still be sweet on. Sit
on yourself, go ahead. Can’t feel my feet! Where
do the words we syllabize get started? Where
would we find the very first honeysuckler
(try it—yum), and where did the first Seaton
hang her hat? (Euphemism intended). Jerk
around on the OED, take over
the entire library and you’ll find me
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playing in the atrium with myself
(and I). Look at that etymology. When
did stuprare (to defile) get (whew) overturned by turbare (to stir up)? (Honey?)
I prefer the old masturbationem
(Mod. L.). It sounds loyal and holy, sits
well, like the way I feel on my little seat
in the shade of my new garden, my
non-coitally-occupied mind stirring
(masturbari) these words up out of nowhere.
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Christopher Davis

Fertility
The Princess cruise ship tiptoed up the misty
fjord, a progress my father and I followed
on the closedcircuit television
in the tiny room
we two homosexuals shared, the spring
he died. Laughingly,
we thought the map of where we were, a place called
Tracy Arm, an elongated, distended oval,
a closed curve bending
down across the screen,
pink zones, on either side, representing
rock formations, ice-scoured granite cliffs,
looked like those embarrassing,
exciting drawings, in antique
high school health textbooks,
of the penis, pretty, cut
in half, viewed
from the side, arrows
poking
definitions into ecru rectangles, spongy erectile tissue,
our craft
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a sperm cell creeping along the vas
deferens toward the glans,
a cul-de-sac in which
we paused, delicately
pirouetted, fabulous
glaciers calving around us, standing
out, slapped by zephyrs, on our balcony,
sapphire interiors glinting,
dad’s neuralgia worsening,
right cheek tingling,
nerves shredded by the radiation
therapy that had zapped lymphoma
from his throat. Our curtains
were yellow, like old teeth,
or that patch of tee shirt, pressed against
the teacher’s mouth, through which she blew
cigarette smoke, painting, in brown stains,
the poisonous power of nicotine,
tar. On the shore, a black bear
squatted among red alders,
a landslide having wiped the conifers
away. Sagegreen lichen ate the white birch bark,
the wrinkled gray surface of the headstone.
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Crystal waters poured over rounded, mossy
boulders. Masturbating, years
later, under my Christmas tree,
I glimpse Cupid catch
a trout, pulling a flopping
victim, a slick, silvery rainbow, slipping
it softly, quickly, into a green
plastic grocery bag, bashing
its brains with a hammer
until still. Holy
Father, wilt Thou fuck
this upturned maw? Grasp
a crucifix of twigs?
Shake away dry leaves?
Ignite its tips?
This bad breath?
Oh, dead nouns. Make
my wet nest
burn! Stick
it, fagot,
in. From our ashes,
from our echoes, may
a skin flute grow.
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Emma Bolden

The Other Woman
I will be the bitch who takes him,
organdy and patchouli, organza
over-dressed, orchid shadow halfmooning both drop-lidded eyes.
I will be a home for dart tips,
scissor’s edge, razor. By day
I am raincoat and shadow, scarf
tied over uncurled hair. By night
I am spit song and crooning. I am
the claw kept vicious with calm. I am
the robin hiding inside her a vulture.
I am the morning lying in wait.
See my polished teeth and read
their shine. See my two fingers curved
around a cigarette. See it enter and exit
the curve of my lips. See smoke
screen and smolder. See body
without face. I am the one who begged
to be bedded on your bedsheets.
I am the body that isn’t yours. I am enemy,
animal. I have the time and will to wait.
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Somewhere She’s Holding in Silence
There is a bed and on it a woman laid
stomach-flat. She keeps her head turned. Above
her, a man. He is tireless. He works and works
and no is the word she keeps. No is the sound
that isn’t. He works and he works and he grunts
with his work. He sweats with it and his sweat drops
to her back, flattens to wet on the body he has pressed
flat and she presses flatter. As if there is some way.
If she is good she is not where she is. She is not
who she is. Instead the square dark of glass.
Instead the rain sent to citrine by the street’s
lights. In each drop reflected the scene in which
she is. She is not. Some nights she tries to leave
her body. Some nights she does. Some nights she sees
reflected against his hand a neck. Then it is her
neck. He is not gentle. She cannot make him
gentle. Then she becomes her body. She becomes face
and tongue and throat and then she is speaking.
She is saying it and saying it. Stop. And then there is
an end. It is his hand, a force. He holds her face
flat into the pillow. The window disappears into the dark
ache of not breathing, her fists in their fury gone to instinct,
gone to all that she imagined herself to be so as to not
be: glass and pane showing only what isn’t itself and not
what it, glass cut and in the dark a mirror of him
and him, his want and work, his dog mouth panting
and painted with spit, each breath she doesn’t take
pushing him harder, him pushing harder. He holds her down.
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Ron Koertge

Sex Education
I never see dogs doing it anymore.
Too many leashes, I guess. Too much
decorum and plastic bags.
I used to see dogs doing it all the time.
An adult would usually rush out
and turn a hose on them.
My friends and I straddled our bikes
and watched. It was hilarious until
Mrs. Berryman came out in her slip.
She wore a smirk like none of our
mothers. She would flip her cigarette
away like a shamus, then wink at us.
After that, tag or Red Rover seemed
stupid. It had to be football so we
could handle each other and bleed.
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Blondie’s Secrets Revealed at Last
Dagwood snores on the couch. Blondie
picks up a pen and begins, “Dear Diary,
I’d like to make my way kiss
by kiss across the Outer Impulses.
Living in these panels is perplexing.
Am I the only one who’s horny?
“Once I was Blondie Boopadoop, horny
as all get out. Now I’m just Blondie
Bumstead. It’s very perplexing.”
She writes margin-to-margin in her diary.
Wavy lines indicate her impulses.
The thing she wants the most, that kiss,
isn’t real either. And a cartoon kiss
can never make anybody horny.
What to do with a torrent of impulses:
dance to “Heart of Glass”(Blondie),
fill another dozen pages in her diary,
the home of all that’s perplexing?
“Baby, I don’t know what perplexing
means,” says the brute she’d like to soul kiss
and then burn up this migraine diary
because he’s cataclysmically horny
while she’s Blondie/non-Blondie
and patron saint of contradictory impulses.
Dagwood’s ZZZs fill the frame. His impulses
are gustatory. Here’s something perplexing:
if Dagwood would just once say, “Blondie,
I’m sick of your nagging, so just kiss
my ass.” That would make her horny,
another secret for her already secret diary.
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What would she do without that diary,
her little cache of fucked-up impulses.
She considers hearty sorry-ness for being horny,
but why? She hasn’t done anything perplexing.
Decades of strips and not one kiss.
If she was a doll, she’d be Hemlock Blondie.
Dagwood drives up in a new Impulse from Perplexing
Motors. It’s French kiss red. Just that makes her horny.
Inside the sketchy house, Blondie puts down her diary.
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Medication Guide
Taken according to directions, Maximinn is perfectly safe and effective.
Well, not perfectly safe. Nothing’s perfect. Almost safe. Nearly. Nine
times out of ten. Or six times. It depends.
There are, of course, possible side effects. The most common is not anal
leakage. There are a lot worse things than that. Otherwise clinical
trials would be open to the public.
There may be gastrointestinal events, however. If you are carrying cash
or a passport in one of those pouches that tuck inside your pants, we
suggest you find a safer place.
During cold weather, your toes may hurt and there could be problems
passing urine. If either occurs, tell your doctor immediately! If you
can see him, since vision changes and eye pain are common. Not
common, exactly. More like—Well, okay. Common.
Maximinn must not be used by female patients who have children
or may want to have children. Or who may enjoy sex on their hands
and knees. There is just something about that position that renders
Maximinn lethal.
Male patients may enjoy themselves but prolonged use of Maximinn
makes them prone to an oral discharge called Black Throat, so no kissing.
Not that anybody would want to.
Finally, new troubles can crop up later. Much later. Barking and hair
loss, for example. This is called off-target activity and is difficult to
predict. Impossible, really.
Ask your doctor if Maximinn is right for you.
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Chad Sweeney

Jill
In my secret gold hand-mirror I notice
a large woman trapped inside me
with a petite man nested nervously inside of her
and I appear to be drunk on champagne in the lavish velvet
ballroom inside his high heel shoe, which I suppose is erotic
when distributed along a gradient of sexual repression
like a green sunset blurred onto the moving hubcap
of a heroine fleeing her final noir film. The woman
inside me and the heroine are named Jill. The Jills meet
at a warehouse to trade dangers, to smoke cigarettes
in silence, but the metropolis, as you know,
is growing
so they never reach its edge, where the warehouse is,
and the absence of their meeting is a metaphor
for sexual dysfunction. I use my gold mirror
to light the phonebook on fire.
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Return To My Hometown
It’s April and the yield signs
are sprouting from the median.
To run the roofs of warehouses
in my dad’s work boots! This only
and a new hair salon
parked in the shadow of the penitentiary.
I visit my old girlfriends’ houses.
Elderly women bearing their names
answer the door and scold me
for being decades too late.
We do it like squirrels
in the bushes while their husbands
shout in pixels of blue noise
at the televisions. Blind
to all that’s behind me
I turn around as fast as I can.
By vote of three to two
the river is re-zoned a highway.
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Karyna McGlynn

California King
Even this frank, lumbering sensuality
knifing		

forking

body a wrung kneesock on the chairback
—my whole world smells of marinara
and strife

My eye

twitches—
I sit in this chair

I lay in this bed

full on the mouth

brain blunted

—my right stuff expelled on the topsheet
The man next to me
moves like a night ranger
that is

whatever

touching my secondary sex

characteristics like spots on a twister mat
right hand yellow

left testicle red
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The Story of the Palace
Let me tell you about how Princess Di died for me.
About how the news surged across the Atlantic,
gathered strange force as it swept over the Bible belt
and came hurtling down I-35 on the back of a semi,
how it slipped in through the tinted double doors
on a snatch of sunlight that briefly bared the dark
pulse of the Crystal Palace Gentleman’s Club.
I had just offered a well-dressed man a lap dance,
and this is how he rebuffed me: with a polite but firm
“no, thank you. I’m waiting for big tits” like he was
waiting for the bus. How I must have looked: drinking
my sixth diet coke with extra cherries at a little lacquer
table across from an engineer who sat shyly stroking
red and black feathers at the open neck of my negligee.
This is how, at that exact moment, the news streaked
over the carpet’s neon geometry, transmitted from stiletto
to stiletto in a crude game of telephone, and came for me
with almost a—how else to put this?—a wuthering, fanning
out like brushfire from dancer to dancer, how, finally
one of the older girls, Misty, in a turmoil of mascara
rushed my table, crushed herself into me and choked
the thing out: “Princess Di . . . She’s been . . . Shot!”
I don’t need to tell you how the news had been
perverted in its journey to Misty’s mouth, but I
do need to tell you about how many times I’ve tried
to tell this story, how I can never make it sound
right, or convince anyone that it wasn’t about me,
because however I tell it, there I am in a San Antonio
strip club, singularly unaffected amidst the anguish
of what I’d imagined were hardened women, who
now fled in various states of dance and undress
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to huddle in the dressing room, how all the men
were left weirdly alone with their wallets, how girls
I’d never spoken to held me to their bare breasts
and just sobbed, and how the manager, against his
wishes, had to shut down the Palace and send
his inconsolable burlesque princesses home.
I hate this part because I have to tell you how
morbidly happy I was, because it meant I could go
lay out by the Mustang Motel pool, the sun blazing
gold on my toenails, the sky opening its feathery
aquamarine fan above me, gems of light swinging
their thin hips in the water. How, even as I told myself
I wasn’t like them—my delusional fellow dancers
waiting for their fairytales to begin—I felt something
slip from my head and shatter. Somehow, sun-drunk,
I knew I’d been spared, body glittered in broken glass
while dodging the bullet’s long and circuitous path.
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Terence Winch

Out-of-Town Visitor
We walked around the old
neighborhood
as we had done when
we were young and in love
Well, I was in love anyway
You were in love with your
own beauty
with your sense that the world
was about to fall in your lap
which it did, much to my
surprise
The tameness of sex with you
was paradoxically
what made it so exciting
I still think of you naked
If you had invited me up to your
hotel room
I’d have had a hard time
resisting, even though
you are now a sexagenarian
So we had lunch, not sex
but my problem is
I’m always having sex
in my secluded fantasy
life where no one has
grown old or left town
or lost interest
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Guillermo Filice Castro

Little Door

In praise of the anus because it’s the one truly universal sexual organ.
—Beatriz Preciado“

“Just the tip” he cooed
*
Ass is funny but not for play
Oh please what did I know?
*
Boy of twenty-four on top
of me aged thirteen
doctor to my patient in need of “vaccine”
*
(In the beginning
the clothes stayed on)
*
My experience on the matter? Mother inserting
the first of what seemed
a string of suppositories
as she held me
spread-eagled across her knees
You might say I took a bullet for her
*
It’s not macho to touch another man
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Men wait outside the door
till the womanly cry is gone
Oh please
*
(In the beginning
was fire
nothing but fire
nothing but)
*
Hairiness peeked through a vertical
rip in his boxers
my hand swatted at the waistband
(a fetching shade of chartreuse)
we both let out a whimper
*
The boy idled for a beat and pushed
*
I had circled him on my bike
and blurted
“Would you allow me
to see your thing?”
He stopped so did my heart
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*
At the park a sign warned
“The grass is recovering
after a major event”
*
(Here lies the hole
he force-fed a bit
without the benefit of saliva)
*
After getting butter
from the fridge
he began to chant
Door needs grease!
Door needs grease!
*
Henceforth I’d be known
as “Little Door”
*
Later on the bus
the misheard announcement
Exit through the weird door
*
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(The beginning
was the hinge)
*
How to exit anyone’s bed?
As you might enter them:
Tipping on grace
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Allen Ginsberg

Song
The weight of the world
is love.
Under the burden
of solitude,
under the burden
of dissatisfaction
the weight,
the weight we carry
is love.
Who can deny?
In dreams
it touches
the body,
in thought
constructs
a miracle,
in imagination
anguishes
till born
in human—
looks out of the heart
burning with purity—
for the burden of life
is love,
but we carry the weight
wearily,
and so must rest
in the arms of love
at last,
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must rest in the arms
of love.
No rest
without love,
no sleep
without dreams
of love—
be mad or chill
obsessed with angels
or machines,
the final wish
is love
—cannot be bitter,
cannot deny,
cannot withhold
if denied:
the weight is too heavy
—must give
for no return
as thought
is given
in solitude
in all the excellence
of its excess.
The warm bodies
shine together
in the darkness,
the hand moves
to the center
of the flesh,
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the skin trembles
in happiness
and the soul comes
joyful to the eye—
yes, yes,
that’s what
I wanted,
I always wanted,
I always wanted,
to return
to my body
where I was born.

San Jose, 1954

CONTRIBUTORS
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Because of our dossier, we asked our contributors to answer the following: Where
is the most unusual place you’ve had sex?

Raul Alvarez earned his very own M.F.A. from Columbia College Chicago. His
work has appeared in a few places, and he was once nominated for a Pushcart
Prize. He loves you very much, and regrets to inform you that the most unusual
place he has had sex was in his sleep.
Jack Anderson is the author of nine books of poetry and seven of dance history
and criticism. “The most unusual place where I ever had sex was in the back of a
truck parked in a row of trucks along the Hudson River in Greenwich Village back
in the 1970s, which then did not seem particularly unusual.”
Kate Angus’s work has previously appeared in Indiana Review, Gulf Coast, Third
Coast, Best New Poets 2010 and Verse Daily, among other places. She lives in New
York, where she is an editor at Augury Books. The most unusual place she’s had
sex was in a 9th floor stairwell.
Jan Beatty’s books include The Switching Yard (forthcoming, 2013), Red Sugar,
Boneshaker, and Mad River, published by the University of Pittsburgh Press. She is
host and producer of Prosody, a public radio show featuring the work of national
writers. She directs the creative writing program at Carlow University, where
she teaches in the M.F.A. program. “Against the wall on the cardeck of the
Tsawwassen Ferry to British Columbia with a uniformed rugby player.”
Jeanne Marie Beaumont’s most recent book is Burning of the Three Fires (BOA
Editions, 2010). New work has appeared in Hotel Amerika, New Letters, Spillway
and Salamander, among others. She teaches in the Stonecoast M.F.A. program and
at the 92nd Street Y in New York, where she lives. “The only answer I can give to
your question: Bed’s too sweet (a nest) to abandon for long.”
Kacee Belcher is pursuing her M.F.A. at Florida International University,
where she does her best to stay out of the men’s room. Previous publications
include Gargoyle, SLAB, Two Hawks Quarterly, The Florida Book Review, and
BORDERLANDS: Texas Poetry Review. The most unusual place she’s had sex was in
a handicapped port-o-potty stall at the San Antonio Stock Show and Rodeo.
Jeffery Berg received his M.F.A. from New York University. His work has
appeared in Harpur Palate, MiPOesias, Handsome, and Softblow. He lives in New
York and co-edits the online journal Clementine. “Staircase.”
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Anselm Berrigan’s books include Skasers, with John Coletti, published by Flowers
& Cream Press, and Primitive State, forthcoming from Edge Books. His favorite
song is “Djed” by Tortoise, his favorite color is off-blood, and his favorite part of
poetry is the picture plane. “The most unusual place I’ve had sex was Forest Lawn
Cemetery in Buffalo, New York.”
Sandy Berrigan resides in Albion, California, where she wrote poems up
until about eight years ago. The last seven or eight poems being renga with Pat
Nolan. Before that she, with the help of Telephone Books, had two Xeroxed
productions and one, Love in the Mist, of 30 copies. Her deepest loves are sewing
(quilt making) and working in the garden which means planting a bush or tree
or vegetable in the right place and it grows. “I definitely have had sex in unusual
places. The first that I can remember is in the shower in the theater where the
Fugs were having concerts. Then there was the time in the bushes in Central
Park. Another was the front seat of a truck carrying salt in Mexico on the way to
Tuxtla Gutierrez.”
Emma Bolden’s work has appeared in journals such as The Greensboro Review,
Redivider, Copper Nickel, Guernica, and on Linebreak.org. She is the author of
three chapbooks of poetry: How to Recognize a Lady (Toadlily Press), The Mariner’s
Wife (Finishing Line Press), and The Sad Epistles (Dancing Girl Press). She is an
assistant professor of creative writing at Georgia Southern University. “Chex?
Where’s the most unusual place I’ve had Chex? Probably in the hallway of my
dorm whilst walking to the laundry room.”
Eric Burger’s poems have appeared in Rattle, Sentence, Sugar House Review,
Mid-American Review and Best New Poets 2011, among others. He teaches at the
University of Colorado. “On a too-steep, dusty mountainside in Utah. Footing was
a challenge.”
CM Burroughs has been a fellow of Yaddo, The MacDowell Colony, and the Cave
Canem Foundation. Her poetry has appeared in journals including Ploughshares,
jubilat, Callaloo, VOLT, and Bat City Review. She is the Elma Stuckey Poet-inResidence at Columbia College Chicago.
Guillermo Filice Castro’s poems have appeared in Court Green 7 and 9, Barrow
Street, Bloom, The Brooklyn Rail and Fogged Clarity, among others, and such
anthologies as Divining Divas and Saints of Hysteria. He’s the author of two
chapbooks, Cry Me a Lorca and Toy Storm.
Jeffery Conway is the author of The Album That Changed My Life and co-author
of Phoebe 2002: An Essay in Verse. His most recent manuscript is “Showgirls: The
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Movie in Sestinas.” Current poems appear in Marco Polo. Q: Where is the most
unusual place you’ve had sex? A: “In a poem.”
Craig Cotter was born in 1960 in New York and has lived in California since
1986. His third collection of poetry, Chopstix Numbers, was published by Ahsahta
Press in 2000; in 2011 his new manuscript, “After Lunch,” was a finalist for the
National Poetry Series. “The most unusual place I’ve had sex has been in my
mind.”
Daniel Coudriet lives in Richmond, Virginia, and in Carcarañá, Argentina. He is
the author of Say Sand (Carnegie Mellon University Press, 2010) and Parade (Blue
Hour Press, 2012), and his poems and translations of Argentinean poetry have
made recent appearances in Ploughshares, American Poetry Review, Boston Review,
Parcel, Mandorla, and elsewhere. “The Cross Bronx Expressway.”
Liz Countryman’s poems have most recently appeared in Handsome, Hayden’s
Ferry, Forklift, Ohio, H_NGM_N, and Washington Square. A MacDowell fellowship
recipient, she is currently Writer-in-Residence at the University of South Carolina.
Bruce Covey is the author of five books of poetry, including, most recently,
Reveal: All Shapes & Sizes (Bitter Cherry, 2012) and Glass Is Really a Liquid (No Tell
Books, 2010). He lives in Atlanta, Georgia, where he edits Coconut and curates
the What’s New in Poetry reading series. “The most unusual place I’ve had sex is
Atlanta, Georgia.”
Sarah Crossland grew up in Manassas, Virginia, and received a B.A. in
Storytelling from the University of Virginia. She is now pursuing an M.F.A. at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, where she serves as the managing editor and
webmaster of Devil’s Lake. She is working on a book-length hybrid-genre retelling
of the MGM musical classic Brigadoon. “The most unusual place I’ve had sex is
Indiana.”
Sophia Dahlin teaches children verse translation in Oakland. Her poetry can be
found in recent issues of Fence and Vanitas. “The most unusual place I’ve had sex
is my body.”
Christopher Davis has been published in Interim, Portland Review, and Zocalo.
His most recent published collection is A History of the Only War, and he is working
on a fourth collection, to be titled Oath. Most unusual place: “Gerald Stern’s bed.
He wasn’t in it, or even in town (Iowa City, summer, 1984). It was in a house he
was renting, and I can’t recall why I was there, on a sunny afternoon, with the late
Shannon Hamann.”
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Aaron DeLee was born and raised in South Bend, Indiana. He received his B.A.
from Loyola University and remained in the Second City, where he is completing
an M.F.A in Creative Writing at Northwestern University. His work has appeared
in various publications, including Found Poetry Review, Rougarou, and Organs of
Vision & Speech Magazine. “A Fazoli’s restroom.”
A former contributor to Court Green, Denise Duhamel is the author, most
recently, of Ka-Ching! (University of Pittsburgh Press, 2009). She is a professor at
Florida International University in Miami. Though she has had sex, it has been in
all the usual places.
Elaine Equi’s books include Ripple Effect: New & Selected Poems and, most recently,
Click and Clone, both from Coffee House Press. She lives in New York City and
teaches at New York University and in the M.F.A. programs at the New School
and City College. “The most unusual place I’ve ever had sex: in a classroom
at Columbia College (when I was a student not a teacher—in the old Ohio St.
building).”
Richard Fox has contributed work to many literary journals. Swagger & Remorse,
his first book of poetry, was published in December, 2007. He was recipient of a
poetry fellowship from the Illinois Arts Council. He holds a B.F.A. in Photography
from Tyler School of Art, Philadelphia, and lives in Chicago. “I once had sex
across the top of a pile of coats on the ‘coat bed’ while a rather loud & raucous
party was proceeding in the next room.”
Elisa Gabbert is the author of The Self Unstable (forthcoming from Black
Ocean in 2013) and The French Exit (Birds LLC, 2010). Her poems, prose, and
collaborations have recently appeared in Another Chicago Magazine, Conduit,
Crazyhorse, Sentence, and elsewhere. She lives in Denver.
Alice George lives in Evanston, Illinois, and teaches children and adults in many
ways and places. Publication credits include eight anthologies, numerous journals
(including Field, Quarter After Eight, Sentence, New Orleans Review and Seneca
Review), and a collection of poetry, This Must Be the Place (Mayapple Press, 2008).
“Beneath the lighthouse on Monhegan Island, Maine.”
Amy Gerstler’s most recent books of poetry include Dearest Creature, Ghost Girl,
Medicine, and Crown of Weeds. She teaches in the Bennington Writing Seminars
Program at Bennington College in Vermont and in the M.P.W. program at USC.
She lives in Los Angeles, California. “The most unusual place I’ve had sex I guess
would be in a dream at the bottom of a pool. In the dream I and the person I was
consorting with could breathe underwater.”
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RJ Gibson holds an M.F.A. from Warren Wilson College. He is the author of the
chapbooks Scavenge and You Could Learn a Lot. He is currently a lecturer at West
Virginia Wesleyan College. “This question is much more complicated than it
seems. What’s sex? What’s unusual? And how in the hell do we answer and not
sound like we’re bragging? I’m going to admit to a tie, both involving Pittsburgh.
The first is trading mutual hand jobs to completion on the Log Jammer ride at
Kennywood. The other happened on a rooftop just off the Strip District, in the
middle of July. There was this smell of grilling meat and greasy food rising up,
the satanic red glow of the Senator John Heinz Pittsburgh History Center’s giant
neon cog, and overhead were a couple of police helicopters circling the city, their
spotlights glaring down.”
Stephen Gibson is the author of four poetry collections, Paradise (University
of Arkansas Press, 2011), Frescoes (Lost Horse Press, 2009), Masaccio’s Expulsion
(MARGIE/Intuit House, 2006), Rorschach Art (Red Hen, 2001), and a short story
collection, The Persistence of Memory, forthcoming from Stephen F. Austin State
University Press. “As for the most unusual place for the Dossier, well, it wouldn’t
be unusual for many Italians, I assume, but it was for me, being on a mountainside
in southern Italy.”
Allen Ginsberg (1926-1997) was one of the most important poets of the Beat
Generation and was a significant figure in other innovative twentieth-century
movements such as the San Francisco Renaissance, the Black Mountain poets, the
Confessionals, and the New York School poets. A poet whose work consistently
challenged middle-class social and cultural values, Ginsberg’s openness about sex
and sexuality made him a vital figure in the gay civil rights movement in the U.S.
and the sexual revolution of the 1960s and 1970s.
Albert Goldbarth has been publishing notable books of poetry for forty years,
two of which have received the National Book Critics Circle Award. His latest,
Everyday People, is from Graywolf Press. “Where is the most unusual place I’ve
had sex? Well, it’s probably the most common, but perhaps the least admitted to,
so I’ll simply say that during much of my own high school life the answer would
have been ‘my hand.’”
Kimiko Hahn’s most recent collection is Toxic Flora and she is continuing to write
more pieces triggered by science. “Poolside, midnight, Managua.”
Bruce Hainley lives in Los Angeles and is the author of Foul Mouth, No Biggie,
and, with John Waters, Art—A Sex Book. The fifth issue of Pep Talk is dedicated
to his writing. Semiotext(e) will publish his study of Sturtevant, Under the Sign of
[sic], in late 2013. “In a public swimming pool. Daytime. Summer.”
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Lois Marie Harrod won the 2010 Hazel Lipa Chapbook (Iowa State University)
contest with her manuscript Cosmogony and her eleventh book, Brief Term, a
collection of poems about teachers and teaching, was published by Black Buzzard
in March 2011. She teaches creative writing at The College of New Jersey.
Leif Haven’s poems have most recently appeared in SAND, an English language
journal from Berlin; his non-fiction recently appeared on HTMLGiant; and
his fiction is forthcoming from Hobart. Chapbooks: Translator’s Note (Solar
Luxuriance) and Gehennas of Wretched Squawl (Pangur Ban Party). “Probably
one of the more interesting places I’ve ever had sex is on the balcony of a palatial
mansion in the jungles of Central America while the monkeys and parrots made
sorrowful noise overhead, and the wealthy retirees white wined below. True
story.”
Steve Henry lives in Lawrence, Kansas, with his wife and newborn baby girl. He
moonlights as a Service Advisor at the Quick Lane in Topeka. “Most unusual place
I have had sex: My in-laws hot tub.”
Christine Heppermann’s poems have appeared in 5 A.M., Poems & Plays, Nerve
Cowboy, The Mas Tequila Review, and other publications. She is a longtime
children’s book reviewer for The Horn Book Magazine and has published five
nonfiction books for children. “Wow, now that I think about it, all the places
I’ve had sex are really boring. So I’m off to the orchestra pit at the Sydney Opera
House, and I’ll get back to you.”
Robert Hershon’s most recent book is Calls from the Outside World. A new
collection, Goldfish and Rose, will be out later this year. He is co-editor of Hanging
Loose Press.
Nora Hickey is an M.F.A. candidate at the University of New Mexico, where she
teaches composition and creative writing. She is editor of the literary journal Blue
Mesa Review. Her poetry has appeared in Booth and Mid-American Review. “Pop
Tate’s Chock’lit Shoppe with Jughead Jones.”
Sonja James’s poetry has been published in 32 Poems, The Journal, Beloit Poetry
Journal, Verse Daily and The South Carolina Review, among others. In 2007, she was
the co-winner of the Sotto Voce Award. “I am afraid I have nothing unusual or
interesting to report. I lead a very quiet and sheltered life and derive any credit for
the unusual from the poetry I write.”
George Kalamaras is the author of six books of poetry and seven chapbooks,
including Symposium on the Body’s Left Side, Your Own Ox-Head Mask as Proof,
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The Recumbent Galaxy (co-authored with Alvaro Cardona-Hine), and Kingdom of
Throat-Stuck Luck, winner of the Elixir Press Poetry Contest. He recently won the
New Michigan Press/Diagram Chapbook Contest for his collection The Mining
Camps of the Mouth. He is Professor of English at Indiana University-Purdue
University Fort Wayne, where he has taught since 1990. “The most unusual place
I’ve had sex was inside the poem in my chest not yet born—replete with misplaced
modification.”
Scott Keeney is the author of Sappho Does Hay(na)ku (Sephyrus, 2008). He has
published three two-line poems, most recently a six-word piece, “Collision.” “As
for places, nothing unusual to report, nothing that’s not a room or a car. Close to
being able to say cemetery, but I was a kid and had a little too much to drink.”
Michael Klein’s new book of poems is The Talking Day (Sibling Rivalry Press)
and his previous books are 1990 (Lambda Literary Award, 1993) and then, we were
still living (2011). He teaches writing in the M.F.A. program at Goddard College
in Vermont and lives in New York and Provincetown. “On the training track at
Saratoga Racetrack, New York.”
Ron Koertge is a poet and a novelist-for-young-readers. His latest book is Lies,
Knives, and Girls in Red Dresses, from Candlewick Press. Other books include
Indigo (Red Hen Press) and Shakespeare Makes The Playoffs (Candlewick). Latest
accomplishment: making a ton of money betting on the Kentucky Derby. “As for
unusual sex settings, it’s likely Zabriskie Point in Death Valley. Ah, memories.
Aren’t they great?”
Sandra Kohler’s third collection of poems, Improbable Music (Word Press),
appeared in May, 2011. Earlier collections are The Country of Women (Calyx, 1995)
and The Ceremonies of Longing (University of Pittsburgh Press, 2003). Her poems
have appeared in The New Republic, Beloit Poetry Journal, Prairie Schooner, The
Colorado Review, and many other journals over the past thirty-five years. “As to
your question about the most unusual place I’ve had sex . . . my answer has to be
‘in my imagination.’”
Denise Levertov (1923-1997) was the author of more than 20 books of poetry,
criticism, and translations. Born in England, she settled in the U.S. in 1948 and
became one of the leading poets of the postwar avant-garde. She is considered
one of the primary writers among the Black Mountain poets, though she resisted
being grouped into one particular school or another. Her work is notable for its
candor about the body and for her unique ability to fuse experiments in form with
explicitly political and religious content.
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R. Zamora Linmark is the author of three poetry collections and two novels. His
latest books are Drive-By Vigils and Leche. He shuttles his writing life between
Honolulu and Manila. “Where is the most unusual place I’ve had sex? Inside an
elevator in Madrid, in one of those old-fashioned types with an accordion gate.
It was very early in the morning. My then-partner and I had just returned from
clubbing. We were both drunk or coke-high or both, and horny. He went down
on me soon as the elevator started going up. When it stopped, my boyfriend
continued blowing me, wishful-thinking no one on our floor would be up to use
it. We were almost right, if not for our roommate, a straight American soldier
stationed in Madrid, waiting to go down and get his piece of the remaining night’s
action.”
Gillian McCain is the author of two books of poetry: Tilt and Religion. She is the
President of the Board of Directors of the Poetry Project at St. Mark’s Church. “In
the bathroom of the student union building in college.”
Karyna McGlynn is the author of I Have to Go Back to 1994 and Kill a Girl, winner
of the Kathryn A. Morton Prize from Sarabande Books. Her poems have appeared
in Fence, Salt Hill, Columbia Poetry Review, Subtropics, and Ninth Letter. She is
currently pursuing her Ph.D. in Literature and Creative Writing at the University
of Houston, where she works as managing editor for Gulf Coast and organizes
the Houston Indie Book Fest. “The strangest place I’ve ever had sex: In my little
sister’s bunk-bed under a Justin Bieber poster. (She wasn’t in the bed at the time).”
Randall Mann’s third collection of poems, Straight Razor, is forthcoming from
Persea Books. He lives in San Francisco. “Perhaps the most unusual place I’ve had
sex is in a gated community in Walnut Creek, California—with a Russian ballet
dancer.”
Gordon Massman’s recent book titled 0.174: The Collected Numbers Cycle was
published last year by The New York Quarterly Press. His newest manuscript,
love poems, from which these poems are taken, will be published by NYQ in 2013.
“The question of sex is a good one. I’m no prude, but have usually had sex in the
typical places—no elevators, trash dumps, abattoirs, or museum lavatories. I
suppose my answer would be ‘with a complete stranger in a dark mop closet off an
empty auditorium attached to a gambling casino outside Santa Fe, New Mexico—
before hidden cameras.’”
Richard Meier is the author of three books of poems, most recently In the Pure
Block of the Whole Imaginary, published in September 2012 by Omnidawn. He
lives in Madison and Kenosha, Wisconsin, where he is writer-in-residence at
Carthage College. “On a very small boat.”
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Jason Mitchell recently graduated from the University of Maine’s master’s
program in English. Previously he worked as a land surveyor. “To answer your
question: I was working in Sicily on an archaeological site as a draftsman, dating
a woman from Catania, and living in a tiny hilltop town called Aidone. At the
top of the hill were the ruins of an 11th c. Norman castle overlooking Mt. Etna, a
lover’s lane, a Vespa instead of a convertible.”
Harryette Mullen is the author of several poetry collections, including Sleeping
with the Dictionary and Recyclopedia. A collection of her essays, The Cracks
Between, is due from University of Alabama and her Tanka Diary is forthcoming
from Graywolf. She teaches African-American literature, American poetry, and
creative writing at UCLA. “In Superman’s Fortress of Solitude. Of course, that
happened in a dream!”
Kathleen Ossip is the author of The Cold War; The Search Engine, which was
selected by Derek Walcott for the American Poetry Review/Honickman First Book
Prize; and Cinephrastics, a chapbook of movie poems. She teaches at The New
School and online for The Poetry School in London. She was a co-founder of LIT,
and she’s the poetry editor of Women’s Studies Quarterly. “Beds, floors, and cars are
very usual and good enough for me.”
Margot Pappas lives in Gloucester, Massachusetts. Her poems have appeared in
Tuesday; An Art Project and other issues of Court Green. “The Badlands.”
Ethel Rackin is the author of The Forever Notes (Parlor Press, 2012). Other
recent work has appeared in Colorado Review and online at Big Bridge, Evergreen
Review, and Zócalo Public Square. She has taught at Penn State Brandywine,
Haverford College, and Bucks County Community College in Pennsylvania, where
she is currently an assistant professor. “The most unusual place I’ve had sex is in
the desert.”
Christie Ann Reynolds is the author of Revenge for Revenge, forthcoming with
Coconut Books, the 2012 winner of the Poets & Writers Amy Award and the 2008
New School Chapbook Competition. She lives in Brooklyn and teaches creative
writing, poetry, and science at a Montessori middle school. “In your dreams.”
Michael Robins is the author of two collections of poetry, most recently Ladies
& Gentlemen (Saturnalia Books, 2011), as well as the forthcoming chapbook
Little Felons (Strange Machine Books, 2013). He teaches literature and poetry
at Columbia College Chicago. “The most unusual place where I’ve had sex is
the Dickinson family plot in Amherst, Massachusetts. The war was over. My
countrymen enjoyed a period marked by both leisure and innovation, and so, my
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aging seductress and I made invigorated attempts toward the miracle of life while
riding unicycles. This was during the late 19th century.”
Kenyatta Rogers is a Cave Canem Fellow and holds an M.F.A. in Creative
Writing Poetry from Columbia College Chicago. His poems have been published
(or are forthcoming from) Cave Canem Anthology XIII, Vinyl, The Arsenic Lobster,
Columbia Poetry Review and 350poems.blogspot, among others. He frequently does
readings in Chicago. “The most unusual place I’ve had sex was at night in some
person I didn’t know’s backyard.”
Kathleen Rooney is a founding editor of Rose Metal Press and the author, most
recently, of the novel in poems Robinson Alone (Gold Wake Press, 2012). Her
latest chapbook with Elisa Gabbert, The Kind of Beauty That Has Nowhere to Go, is
forthcoming from Hyacinth Girl Press. She lives in Chicago. “Although the two of
us have been collaborating closely for seven years, we have never had sex—in an
unusual place or otherwise.”
Mary Ruefle’s latest book is Madness, Rack, and Honey (Wave Books, 2012), a
collection of essays on poetry.
Jerome Sala’s most recent books are Look Slimmer Instantly (Soft Skull Press) and
Prom Night, a chapbook/collaboration with artist Tamara Gonzales. His blog, on
poetry and pop culture, is espresso bongo, at http://espressobongo.typepad.com.
“In the bathroom at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, during a poetry
reading. Sex in bathrooms, of course, isn’t unusual. It’s just that museums have
become so church-like, there was the thrill of feeling like we were committing a
minor sacrilege.”
Jason Schneiderman is the author of the poetry collections Sublimation Point
and Striking Surface. He directs the Writing Center at the Borough of Manhattan
Community College. “The strangest place I’ve ever had sex was a yoga studio (yes,
with the yoga instructor).”
Maureen Seaton’s new and selected, Fibonacci Batman, is due from Carnegie
Mellon University Press in 2013. Other recent books include Genesis (Jackleg
Press, 2012); Sinéad O’Connor and Her Coat of a Thousand Bluebirds (Firewheel
Editions, 2011), with Neil de la Flor; and Stealth (Chax Press, 2011), with Samuel
Ace. Seaton teaches at the University of Miami. “Trespassing in someone’s old
duneshack in winter, Provincetown.”
Anne Sexton’s The Complete Poems was published in 1981. Although fame, booze,
and pills spoiled Anne Sexton (she crashed and burned after winning the Pulitzer
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Prize), few poets are as good as she is—when she’s good. Long after the academy’s
anti-autobiography gatekeepers are gone, Sexton will stand up in her gold skin.
James Shea is the author of Star in the Eye (Fence Books). His poems have
appeared in various journals, including Boston Review and The Iowa Review. He
teaches at Nebraska Wesleyan University. “On the beach on the moon.”
Robert Siek is a poet who works at a large publishing house in New York City.
His poems have appeared in various publications, such as Mary, Assaracus and
Chelsea Station, and his first full-length collection of poetry, Purpose and Devil Piss,
is due out October 2013 by Sibling Rivalry Press. The most unusual place he’s had
sex was on a jungle gym in a public park in the middle of the night.
In the early 1980s, Ed Smith (1957-2005) was involved in the Beyond Baroque
literary scene in Venice, California, that included Dennis Cooper, Bob Flanagan,
Amy Gerstler, and David Trinidad. His books of poetry are Fantasyworld (1983)
and Tim’s Bunnies (1988), both published by Cold Calm Press. His work also
appeared in Barney, Mirage, Santa Monica Review, Shiny International, and in the
anthology Poetry Loves Poetry: An Anthology of Los Angeles Poets (Momentum Press,
1985). His papers are housed at New York University’s Fales Library.
Kate Sontag is co-editor with David Graham of After Confession: Poetry as
Autobiography (Graywolf) and teaches at Ripon College. Her work has appeared
in numerous journals, such as Prairie Schooner, Rattle and Verse Wisconsin, and she
has been featured in Valparaiso Poetry Review. Her work has also appeared in many
anthologies, including Boomer Girls and Villanelles. The most unusual place she
has had sex is in someone else’s poem.
Chad Sweeney is the author of four books of poetry, most recently Parable of Hide
and Seek (Alice James) and Wolf’s Milk (Forklift Books). His work has appeared
in Best American Poetry, the Pushcart Prize Anthology, and Court Green. He teaches
in the M.F.A. program at California State University San Bernardino and edits
their lit mag Ghost Town. “The most unusual place I’ll admit to having sex was in a
tree house high above the wedding of a famous punk musician while tuxedos and
dresses traipsed below and fathers made speeches and gladiolas held still in their
vases, even as the water in those vases was imperceptibly trembling.”
Judith Taylor is the author of Curios and Selected Dreams from the Animal Kingdom,
as well as the co-editor of Air Fare: Stories, Poems and Essays on Flying. Her work is
included in numerous anthologies and journals, including American Poetry Review,
Fence, Antioch Review, and Court Green. The recipient of a Pushcart Prize, she
teaches private classes, and co-edits the poetry journal POOL. “Year: 1963. Night:
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A deserted Rockefeller Chapel on the campus of the University of Chicago. It’s a
beautiful chapel and a very romantic setting. There’s a full moon. Cast: Girl, Boy.
Were we declaring our distaste for religion (Rockefeller was pretty ecumenical, but
still) or could we not resist a romp in that lovely setting? It might have been both.
I realize that this might not seem daring today, but it felt pretty transgressive which
of course added to the fun. What I can’t also remember: did we do it inside the
chapel or outside on the grass? And: which boyfriend?”
Matthew Thorburn is the author of three books of poems, including This Time
Tomorrow (Waywiser Press, 2013) and Every Possible Blue (CW Books, 2012). He
lives and works in New York City. For him, the usual places have been unusual
enough.
Jeff Tigchelaar lives in Lawrence, Kansas. Recent poems appear or are
forthcoming in Best New Poets 2011, North American Review, eL Paper, and on Verse
Daily and Thrush Poetry Journal. “The most unusual place I’ve had sex is Florida!”
Stacey Waite has published three collections of poems: Choke, Love Poem to
Androgyny, and the lake has no saint. Poems have been published most recently in
The Cream City Review, Bloom, and Black Warrior Review. Waite’s first full-length
collection, Butch Geography, is forthcoming from Tupelo Press in 2013. “The most
unusual place this poet has done the deed is the hood of a 1984 15th Anniversary
Series Pontiac Trans Am.”
Terence Winch is the author of five poetry collections: Falling Out of Bed in a Room
with No Floor, Boy Drinkers, The Drift of Things, The Great Indoors, and Irish Musicians/
American Friends, which won an American Book Award. He has also written two
story collections, Contenders and That Special Place: New World Irish Stories, which
draws on his experiences as a founding member of the original Celtic Thunder, the
acclaimed Irish band. “In the bathroom of a bookstore where I used to work.”
Phillip B. Williams is author of the chapbook Bruised Gospels. He has received
scholarships from Cave Canem and the Bread Loaf Writer’s Conference. Currently,
he is poetry editor at Vinyl Poetry and will be a Chancellor’s Fellow at Washington
University in St. Louis’s M.F.A. Program in Creative Writing. “Most unusual place
I’ve had sex: In my own head. For the past 3 years I’ve taken an abstinence vow,
partially by force (lack of quality partners), partially by choice (lack of quality
partners). Many years ago, if this doesn’t have to be recent, I would have said
public restroom, but I regret having done that.”
Angela Veronica Wong is the author of how to survive a hotel fire (Coconut Books,
2012).
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Call for Submissions
Court Green 11
2013

Dossier: James Schuyler

Each issue of Court Green features a dossier on a special topic or theme. For our
eleventh issue, we are seeking creative responses to the work, life, and legacy
of James Schuyler. Schuyler, a central figure in the New York School, is often
associated with fellow New York School poets John Ashbery, Frank O’Hara,
Kenneth Koch, and Barbara Guest. Since his death in 1991, his work has
continued to attract an ever-increasing and devoted audience. For this dossier, we
would like to see fresh takes on and responses to Schuyler’s life and work, however
subtle or overt, in poetry and short lyric essays or prose. We expect to see short
lines and long lines, urban and rural landscapes, poems that freely espouse, that
salute that various field, that imitate Schuyler’s inimitable intimism. All styles are
welcome. We are not looking for critical/academic works at this time.
Submissions for the regular and dossier (James Schuyler) sections can be sent
during our submission period, March 1 through June 30, 2013 to: Editors, Court
Green, Columbia College Chicago, Department of English, 600 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605. Email submissions are not accepted. Complete
submission guidelines can be viewed on our website at: http://www.colum.edu/
courtgreen/

